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Commentary:

Changing

Larly in 1970 CRM Records of Del Mar, California, issued "Songs of the Humpback
Whale," carrying a selection of the voice recordings of Megaptera novaeangliae
made by Roger and Katie Payne. This event serves to mark the present decade as a

period when interest in marine mammals has grown, extended, and changed in

character. For the first time this interest has, through the mass media, extended to a

wide public in North America and elsewhere. Whales are recording stars; the

haunting song of the humpback has inspired popular and less popular musicians.

I mages of whales graceful or grotesque depend ing on taste decorate millions

of T-shirts. Badges, bumper stickers, and postage stamps proclaim the need to

"save" them, and concerts, exhibitions of children's art, and other celebrations are

held in their honor. Whales sculptured in concrete, bronze, plastic, and stained

glass please playing children and delight their parents, and every year a quarter of a

million people go to see real gray ones migrating off the coast of California.

No story about a cold fish can so surely reach the front page of newspapers;
few maritime events can compete so successfully for media space as news about

the further iniquities of whalers and the exploits of the Knights of Greenpeace, who

try to stop them with inflatable dinghies in the mid- Pacific. By now, it is well known
thatthe International WhalingCommission (IWC) has done less than agood jobof

Above, whaleboat with greener's gun mounted. (From The Marine Mammals of the

Northwestern Coast of North America by Charles M. Scammon, 1874. Reprinted by

permission of Dover Publications)

Northern Minke Whale

Balaenoptera acutorostrata.



Attitudes

Toward

Marine Mammals

by Sidney Holt

keeping either the stocks of whales or the whaling industry in a healthy state, but in

many countries intense public interest in marine mammals does not end there.

Dolphins are good-looking and apparently intelligent performers; the clubbing of

seals, especially of newborn pups for their fur, seems unbearably cruel to some

people and excites strong emotions on all sides; even grass-munching manatees

and dugongs charm those few who see them.

Many observers thought that the public concern would prove to be a

"ninety-day wonder," but subsequent events have shown otherwise; the wonder
has lasted nine years and may signal a continuing change of attitude toward marine

life, and particularly toward the more vulnerable species. The reduced numbers of

some species of marine mammals is often taken as typical of the damage that can be

done to the ocean by greedy mankind, and the restoration of the sea otter (see page

24), gray whale, and Pribilof fur seal populations as equally typical of the ways past

wrongs can be righted. Yet these animals are clearly not themselves typical of sea

fauna. As a matter of fact, some of the people who study them are not very typical of

marine scientists. Many tend to get more emotionally involved than is usual with

their chosen objects of study, and with the other people who take an interest in

them for profit or pleasure.

Drawings by Larry Foster,

General Whale

Southern Minke Whale

Balaenoptera acutorostrata.



Evolutionary Aspects

Over the last 80 million years or so, several groups
of land mammals have turned to the ocean to live.

An abundantfood supply in inshore waters, and the

possibility of escape from predators or climatic

extremes may have provided the conditions for

such evolution. Successful adaptation to the marine

environment called for major anatomical,

physiological, and behavioral changes. A few of

these mammal groups moved into fresh waters,

which required further adaptation.
While posing special problems for the

survival of an air-breathing, warm-blooded animal,

the ocean has advantages as a habitat; climatic

changes and associated environmental disruptions,
which so stress the lives of terrestrial animals, are

buffered by the ocean. Some of the marine
mammals have become as free of the land though
not of access to the atmosphere as the fishes

always have been, butothers must return to land, or

to ice, for reproduction and, perhaps, for rest. The
waters provide food for all of them.

Man, from his earliest times, was probably
familiar with some of his aquatic relatives. He
realized that whales and dolphins were very
different from fishes; he also learned that these

animals were good sources of food, clothing, fuel,

and other useful things. For at least 5,000 years,
human societies have been hunting marine

mammals and at the same time revering them.

Dolphins were among the first symbolic animals in

the maritime cultures of western civilization. Large
whales have stimulated imagination and awe
wherever they have been closely observed. Other
marine mammals are recurring creatures of cultural

traditions and myths. Wherever people have taken

to the sea, they have found value and significance in

the animals they met there.

At first, man had little power to affect the

whales, porpoises, seals, and sea cows. Then,

gradually, the range of hunting vessels was

extended, until baleen whaling in the north, sperm
whaling in the tropics and subtropics, and sealing
for furs and oil in both hemispheres began to affect

some animal populations in ways visible to the

hunters. Finally, the replacement of sail by engines,
of muscle by explosives, and of artisanal preserving
methods by freezing, extraction, and reduction

(along with the opening of worldwide markets), led

to a drastic reduction in the numbers and range of

many of the more than 120 living species of marine

mammals, threatening the survival of some of them.

Fortunately, these events have been accompanied
by a growing consciousness that the living
resources on which expanding human

populations depend for food, shelter, and
amenities are ultimately finite. When the finite

nature of wild living resources is ignored, the

continued existence of industries based on them
becomes uncertain, and human societies

dependent on those industries are disrupted. Such
has been the main course of man's relationship with

marine mammals for the last 100 years.

A New Consciousness Emerges

Although we do not know where marine mammals
evolved for aquatic life, we can assume they did so

at many places, with certainly different groups
emerging at different times. The cetaceans (whales

and porpoises), the pinnipeds (seals and sea lions),

the sirenians (manatees and dugongs), and a few
otter species represent extremes of mammalian
evolution. Their respiratory, circulatory,

locomotory, thermoregulatory, and communicative

systems are significantly different from the typical

terrestrial mammalian pattern. But, apart from the

fact that they are all mammals whose terrestrial

ancestors took up aquatic life, these orders of

marine mammals are unrelated. They share many
common features, however, such as the fact that

they hardly ever bear more than one offspring at a

time and that they have relatively long life-spans.

They presumably adapted to a rather constant

environmental pattern, which they were active and
sensitive enough to seek out and find in a variable

ocean. The fact that they still had to breathe at the

surface, or breed on land or ice, or graze on rooted

plants close to shore, made them very vulnerable,

as individuals and as families, to man.
Because marine mammals must come to the

surface to breathe, they are visible to us and can be

counted though keen eyes are needed to count

dugongs. So they seem to offera test of whet her our
mathematical ability combined with natural

historical knowledge is yet sufficient for us to be
able to manage ourselves rationally with respect to

them : a widespread feeling that neither are they
sufficient, nor is the will strong enough, nor

institutions adequate to do so has led to pressures
in the 1970s for rather extreme protective measures,

including a moratorium on whaling and boycotts of

goods traded by certain nations.

Interest in marine mammals has thus spread

beyond the groups traditionally concerned with

them. Several decades ago, certain restraints on the

operations of whaling factory ships in the Antarctic

and on some sealing operations had been agreed

upon in principle. In the years immediately

following the Second World War, further attempts
were made to internationally regulate the hunting
of some whales and seals. These were partially

successful, but a few important species continued

to decline. But in the next 30 years, important
scientific advances were made. Techniques of

analyzing the dynamics of animal populations
flourished and were applied to marine mammals.

Adaptations to diving and to water pressure were

studied, as well as the exploitation of the acoustic

properties of seawater. Some species of small

cetaceans were, at last, kept in captivity and their



Cray whale and calf. Painting by Larry Foster, General Whale.

sensitive and complex behavior observed. Divers

swam with and photographed whales and seals; the

living form was seen to be unlike that usually

portrayed more elegant and more functional.

It is not clear to what degree the publication
of these discoveries, or the new familiarity acquired
in some countries through oceanaria, contributed

to a broader public awareness of marine

mammals. Whatever the causes, this emergent
consciousness coincided with the growth of the

view that what had been called common property
resources of the ocean should be managed with an

eye on the future, and that all was not well with the

existing arrangements to that end. Whatever their

status as property-- and this, for many species, is

changing as a result of developments in the law of

the sea marine mammals are a vulnerable

common heritage, and the problems caused by

humanity's lack of knowledge and misuse of them
are global in extent. It follows that efforts to solve

these problems must be international and that all

humanity would benefit from their success.

Evidently, not all would benefit equally. Many
species of marine mammals, including the most

spectacular of them, spend all or much of their lives

in the colder seas; they have been, and continue to

be, exploited by peoples possessing ships that can

penetrate such regions, or by those few who have

found ways of living continuously in Arctic

conditions. Nevertheless, some marine mammals
are known to practically all coastal dwellers and we

may look forward to a time when everyone will have

the opportunity to enjoy them.

The Last 10 Years

During the present decade, marine mammals have

received considerable attention by legislators. In

the United States, Congress passed the Marine

Mammal Protection Act of 1972. This Act established

the Marine Mammal Commission and, although
directed toward the conservation of a small group of

particular animals, was the first national legislation

to place maintenance of the health of ecosystems as

a primary objective of wildlife management. That

same year the delegates to the United Nations

Conference on the Human Environment were
entertained by a parade of a symbolic artificial

whale through the streets of Stockholm. Later, the

Conference voted in favor of a 10-year moratorium
on commercial whaling, and the UN General

Assembly established the UN Environment Program
and Fund (UNEP). Practically simultaneously, the

UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

Intergovernmental Committee on Fisheries called

for an independent review of the status of marine

mammals. This review was made undertheauspices
of FAO's Advisory Committee on Marine Resources

Research (ACMRR) with financial assistance from

UNEP and a number of governments, as well as from

the International Union for the Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) and the

World Wildlife Fund (WWF). The recommendations
were presented to FAO and other sponsors last year
(FAO, 1977) and are now being studied. In the same

year, the IUCN responded by setting up an Interim

Committee on Marine Mammals to continue the

independent monitoring of events and to act on
some of the recommendations. A little earlier, the

WWF had adopted the humpback whale as the

symbol of its newly launched "The Seas Must Live"

campaign. Then, also in 1977, the second whale

recording "Deep Voices" - was issued, bearing
the songs of several other species, and millions of

television viewers saw the superb underwater
f i Im ing of whales by Al Giddingsin Survival An glia's

"Gentle Giants of the Pacific."

Most national and international conservation

bodies continued to press their views by political

means, and some of them through other forms of

action; but some of them such as the Whale
Protection Fund, the WWF, the Human-Dolphin
Communication Foundation, and the Cousteau

Society also have become engaged at the level of

supporting scientific investigations, ranging from

population dynamics to behavior and

neurophysiology. The study of live cetaceans

begins to replace the study of dead ones.

Off the west coasts of the Americas, tuna

fishermen, as a result of the Marine Mammal
Protection Act and subsequent international

measures, are constrained to try to avoid catching
or killing porpoises (see page 31). Elsewhere,
however for example in the eastern

Mediterranean and in Japan porpoises are being
hunted down because they are said to "steal" the

fishermen's prime quarry. Seals, too, live under the



cloud of accusation that they eat too many
commercial fishes (such as capelin, which man now
catches in enormous quantities to convert into

chickens via fishmeal). They also tear nets in their

feeding enthusiasm! Even the sea otter of the

northeast Pacific, Enhydra lutris, which under strict

protection has recovered from near extinction, is

being accused of eating too many abalones (see

page 24). The most evident feature of all the

discussions, debate, and recrimination is that we
still know very little about what we are arguing.
Fishermen claim competition from marine

mammals, but in most cases we do not know to what

extent the animals consume noncommercial

species, what other ecological interactions may be

relevant, and what factors naturally limit species
numbers. Some conservationists reiterate fears of

extinction of mammal species, but we are quite
unable to predict at what population level or state

extinction may become probable. Others argue that

some marine mammals are especially intelligent

and that it is inhumane to huntthem, but we know
little more than that the toothed cetaceans

(porpoises and the sperm whale) have large,

complex brains and unusual behavioral

characteristics. As for whaling in general, although
the IWC has become committed since 1975 to

setting catch quotas in strict relation to "maximum
sustainable yields," it is increasingly clear that

despite intensified scientific efforts, we have little

idea of how to estimate such quantities. Hence,
there seems to be a consensus among scientists of

the need for considerably more research, along
with a wider disciplinary scope. But it is equally
evident that human decisions affecting marine

mammals will, for a long time to come, have to be
made in the face of great biological uncertainty.

Responses to recognizing this fact of life vary

widely. Some feel that the situation calls for extreme

restraint and minimal impact until much more is

known about the species and the ecosystems they
inhabit. Others argue that without makingsome
impact, we shall never understand the dynamics of

those systems. Thus a case can be made both for

scientific "sampling" of marine mammal

populations and for experimental harvesting in

certain situations. However, the representatives of

exploiting industries have so far shown little

inclination to accept an experimental approach to

these problems, and tend to press the need for

continued production of commodities and to

accept restraint only after it has been proven

necessary and even then with utmost reluctance.

The exploitation of krill, Euphausia superba,
in the Southern Ocean may be a test case for a

resolution of such conflicting attitudes. The issues

arc elaborated in a 1978 FAO paper. In several

nations, the growth of a substantial or even a very

lar^e krill industry is now considered likely.

I )cvelopment of such a fishery is supported by

n\

Krill is the food of whale and man alike: above, the

Antarctic species Euphausia superba (5 centimeters).

claims that there is a great surplus of krill because of

the reduced numbers of its main consumers the

baleen whales and that there is a world shortage
of protein for human consumption. Both claims are

suspect (see page 17). At least some of the assumed

"surplus" -we do not know how much has been
taken up by increased numbers of krill-eating seals

(and possibly of seabirds) and by greater

consumption by the remaining whales. As to the

second claim, a counterargument is that most

protein malnutrition results from deficiency of

energy components (carbohydrates and fats) in

diets, and that mass-produced proteins from

marinesources as well as meat from whales do

not in any case reach underfed people. The parties

to the Antarctic Treaty are now attempting to draft a

convention on the Living Resources of the Southern

Ocean through which the countries concerned

eventually might reach agreement on a reasonable

regime of krill exploitation. Present sentiment

appears to favor rather low quotas for krill catches

initially, with a controlled gradual increase over the

years. Whether such increase will be containable if

krill harvesting turns out to be highly profitable (or

is heavily subsidized) remains to be seen. It is

evident, in any case, that in the long and perhaps
not so long run, management of krill and fish

catching, and of whaling and sealing, will need to be

coordinated, it not integrated, if serious conflict of

interest is to be avoided.

At present, three independent actions are in

progress, bearing on the future of marine mammals
in the Southern Ocean, in addition to the discussion

of a Living Resources Convention. Agreed measures

for Conservation of Antarctic Seals, negotiated
under the Antarctic Treaty, came into effect in March

of this year. An intergovernmental conference to

revisethe International WhalingConvention (under

which the IWC was established) will be held in )uly.

And the Third UN Conference on the Law of the Sea,

meeting in the spring, considered a draft provision

(Article 65 of the Informal Composite Negotiating
Text ICNT) that would give unrestricted rights for

a "coastal state or international organization, as

appropriate, to prohibit, regulate, and limit the

exploitation of marine mammals." It seems likely



that any agreed upon revision of the Whaling
Convention will give somewhat more weight to

conservation requirements than did the original,

negotiated in 1946. However, whether it will be
extended to include small cetaceans, and to

recognize some so-called "low consumptive
values" of cetaceans, as some would hope, is still

unsure. These latter values were shown (in the

FAO/UNEP study) to be rather important, and

growing in economic terms; "whale watching" off

the west coast of North America is a substantial

business. Concern for marine mammals also has

focussed attention on an aspect of conservation that

has been given virtually no attention by
international organizations: that is, the protection
of habitat and of the living conditions of the animals

(see page 55). The needs range from ensuring that

industrial or other "developments" do not destroy
critical habitats, such as the lagoons in which gray
whales breed in Mexican territory, to preventing
interference with breeding by the activities of

vessels (including whale-watching boats) and by
various pollutants that directly injure or impede
reproduction of several species of marine mammals.
"Harassment" is an offense under the U.S. Marine
Mammal Protection Act (though difficult to define),

but there are no similar provisions under
international law. The IUCN is currently trying to

persuade governments to include a provision for

critical habitat preservation in Article65of the ICNT.

International law applies only to those who
ratify the relevant instruments. Therein lies a

loophole for threats to international management,
since enterprises of exploiting and consuming
nations may be tempted to operate under the

banners of states not party to the treaties. Some
whalers havesuccumbed to such temptation and, as

international regulations have tightened up, the

temporary benefits of moving to "flags of

convenience" have become more appealing. The
IWC has attempted to limit such escape routes by

resolving against trade in whale products with

nonmembers, and against transfer of vessels,

equipment, and skills to them. It has no regulatory

authority in these matters, however, and apparently
little influence; in particular so-called "joint
ventures" are virtually uncontrollable. A campaign

to persuade states to join the IWC has led to a few
recent accessions to the Convention by states that

do not now conduct whaling, but none by whaling
countries. Some states, includingthe United States,

have taken unilateral action in banning or restricting

imports of products from marine mammals, and the

Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species (CITES), which came into force in 1977 and
has several marine mammal species listed in its

Annexes, is a further step in bringing about world
order in this business.

The international discussions so far involve

mainly industrialized countries, which, with the

exception of those countries that are host to

sirenians (manatees and dugongs) and freshwater

dolphins, are the ones that have benefited

economically from the existence of once abundant
marine mammals. For people in some smaller

countries, whales have long been important local

sources of food, and of variety in diet. In the

Kingdom of Tonga, a giant's handful of humpback
whales is caught each summer by hand harpoon
from tiny sailing boats a most hazardous and

exhausting business. It can hardly be said to be a

conservation operation by "modern" management
standards the catch consists largely of nursing
mothers and their calves (and several harpooned
whales are lost). The IWC had to protect the species

completely in 1965. Thirteen years latertheTongans
still find it difficult to find humpbacks; it will

probably be no great economic or nutritional loss if,

as the Government is now considering, a large

Ten-year-old southern elephant seal, Mirounga leonina,

rearing up. (Drawn by R. M. Laws. Courtesy FAO)



Protect

the Whales

sanctuary were declared in the proposed (claim still

pending in the Legislature, as of May 1
, 1978)

200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone enclosing the

islands. At the close of 1977, a new postage stamp
issue proclaimed such a policy.

Elsewhere, minority peoples are troubled

both by the effects of commercial whaling and by

theattemptsof the international community to right

past wrongs. The Alaskan Eskimo had good reason

to object to the attempt by the IWC in 1977 to ban
the bowhead whale, Balaena mysticetus, hunt (see

page 17). The debate continues vigorously and

sometimes violently; the international

organizations concerned have yet to face these

issues squarely and honestly.

The Question of Animal Rights

One last ingredient to throw into this stew is the

cetacean wing of the "animal rights movement." By

this I mean those who believe not only that animals

and other "natural objects" should be granted

special rights under law (see Stutzin, 1976), but that

whales and porpoises, being especially

"intelligent" animals, should receive priority

treatment in this regard. It seems that an attempt to

put this theory to test was made by those who, in

1977, released two trained dolphins from a research

facility in Hawaii and were tried in U.S. courts for

theft of property. Further, it seems that neither law

nor the sciences of animal behavior and

communication are seriously ready to entertain the

theory, but significant questions have been raised

and continue to be raised. Perhaps further changes
will be stimulated as much by studies in moral

philosophy as in lawand natural science; forfurther

exploration of this I can do no better than to direct

the reader to Stephen Clark's scholarly analysis
titled The Moral Status ofAnimals. Evidently, we are

still very far from a global resolution of man's

ambiguous relations with his nearest marine

relatives, but the 1970s have revealed a vast change
in the nature of the debate. However, as Clark

wrote, in closing his analysis of "the long tradition

whereby all who care for the non-human are

immediately denounced as indifferent to the

suffering of men":

Other things can be said. It is axiomatic that other things

can always be said. What matters in the end is not what

we say but what we do and do not do.

Sidney Holt is Advisor on Marine Affairs with the Foodand

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

Department of Fisheries, Rome, Italy.

The views expressed in this article, unless otherwise

stated, are attributable to the author and do not

necessarily reflect the policies of the UN Food and

Agriculture Organization.
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Marine Mammais -

A guide for Readers

by Paul R. Ryan

[here are four categories (orders) of

marine mammals. These are Cetacea,
which includes whales and porpoises
(or dolphins the names are often

used interchangeably); Pinnipedia,
which includes seals, sea lions, and

walruses; Sirenia or sea cows (more

commonly referred to as dugongs and

manatees); and some of theCarn/Vora,
which includes the sea otter, the

marine otter, and the polar bear.

Cefacea

There are three suborders of Cetacea:

Archaeoceti (primitive animals that are

now extinct), Mysticeti (baleen

whales), and Odontoceti (toothed

whales). There are three families of

baleen whales: the bowhead and right
whale (Balaenidae), the gray whale

(Eschrichtiidae), and the rorqual

(Balaenopteridae). The rorqual family



includes the humpback, the finback or common

rorqual, the sei, and the blue whale, which is the

largest of the leviathans, sometimes reaching a

length of 100 feet and a weight of 150 tons.

Baleen are long, fibrous mouth plates used

by the bowhead (see page 17) and other baleen

whales when feeding to filter plankton and small

fish from the water. (During the 19th century,
baleen was the material used to make corset stays

and other products.) Baleen whales are generally

larger than the biggest toothed whales, and are

capable of devouring large amounts of food daily.

The blue, for example, can filter several tons of

plankton, such as krill, daily.

An example of a toothed whale is the sperm
whale of Moby Dick fame. It is the largest of the

toothed whales. It can dive more than a mile and

probably remain submerged for an hour. Most
whales must surface every 5 to 20 minutes. In all,

there are some 65 species of toothed whales,

including dolphins and porpoises.
Toothed whales are predators, most species

feed ing chiefly on fish or squid. Most use their teeth

to catch and hold prey, which is swallowed whole.

They have a single blowhole. In addition to the

sperm whale, examples of toothed whales are the

beaked whales, the beluga, and the narwhal.

Whales spoutorblow. Baleen whales, unlike

toothed whales, have paired blowholes. The

spouting is sometimes visible for miles and is

caused mostly by trapped moisture in the outer

folds of the blowhole along with some
condensation of hot, moist air as it is exhaled from

the blowhole. These blowholes or nostrils, located

on the back of the head, contain valves that close

when the whale dives. Whales have good vision.

They also have excellent hearing, and many of the

small toothed whales use echolocation much the

same as bats to maneuver in their environment

(see Oceanus, Spring 1977). Whales can cruise and

rest both on the surface and at depth, often

traveling in small schools or pods. They sometimes

migrate for thousands of miles. Females give birth

toasinglecalf after a gestation period of 10ormore
months. The newborn calf may be pushed to the

surface by the mother or sometimes by another

adult; it is able to swim immediately but is nursed

for six months or more.

Dolphin (meaning "beaked") is a Creek
word. Porpoise was the Roman name for the same
animal. The terms dolphin and porpoise have thus

become interchangeable over the years. In the

United States, there is some confusion over the

term dolphin because of the large, swift, saltwater

game fish of the same name (also called dorado).
For this reason, many researchers have tended to

prefer the use of porpoise over dolphin when
referring to these small whales. Others use dolphin
when referring to the Delphinidae family and

porpoise when referring to the Phocoenidae family.

An early view of the relative proportions of full-grown
baleen from different species of whalebone whales. This

illustration was contained in The Marine Mammals of the

Northwestern Coast of North America, published by
Charles M. Scammon in 1874. 7. Baleen of the bowhead; 2.

of the right whale of the northwestern coast; 3. of the

sulphurbottom (blue) whale; 4. of the humpback; 5. of the

California gray; 6. baleen of the California gray, in a

section, showing the manner of its being imbedded in the

gum of the jaw; 7. baleen of the California gray, in a

section, showing how the fringes lie across. (Reprinted by

permission of Dover Publications)

William A. Watkins (see page 48) and William

E. Schevill of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, both cetologists who have spent
considerable time studying whales, look at the

dolphin/porpoise semantic controversy this way:
"We eschew the lexicographically

respectable term 'dolphin' becauseof the inevitable

semantic disputes that it provokes, and instead

follow the usage of seamen, who generally say

'porpoise' for any small cetacean. The use of

'dolphin' often involves one in arbitrary distinctions

between porpoises and dolphins (better coped with

in the technical nomenclature); moreover,

'dolphin' has for long been widely applied to the

beautifully colored warm-water pelagic fishes of the

genus Coryphaena, to the confusion of poet and

biologist alike."

The researchers who separate dolphins and

porpoises recognize dolphins as those small

10
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Blue Whale or Sulphurbottom

Balaenoptera musculus. Status Endangered.
(The name "sulphurbottom" comes from a film of diatoms [minute, one-celled

plankton organisms]that sometimes covers the bottom of individual whales that have
been in cold water for a long time.)

.

Sperm Whale

Physetercatodon. Status Endangered.

Right Whale
Eubalaena glacialis. Status Endangered.

Status source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, list of species, July 14, 1977.

Drawings by Phil Schuyler, courtesy California Department of Fish and Came.
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cetaceans with a long beak and conical-shaped
teeth (family Delphinidae). An example is the

bottlenosedolphin of television fame, which comes

under the scientific name of Tursiops truncatus.

They define porpoises as a small cetacean with no
beak and spatular-shaped teeth such as the

harbor porpoise Phocoena phocoena.

Pacific Bottlenose

Tursiops truncatus

There are more than 30 species of small

whales belonging to the family Delphinidae. These

include the killer whale, the pilot whale (see page

38), and a few freshwater species found in the rivers

of South America and Southeast Asia. Constantly

shedding the cells of their skins, these animals do
not generally accumulate barnacles or other

external parasites. A layer of blubber protects them

from the cold. They breathe air through a single,

dorsal blowhole. The common dolphin, Delphinus

delphis, averages 7 feet in length and 110 pounds in

weight, while its cousin the bottlenose can grow to

12 feet and 1 ,000 pounds. The common dolphin has

about 200 teeth and a life-span thought to be

approximately 15 to 20 years, whereas the

bottlenose has 80 or more teeth, and about the

same life-span. Fastswimmers, porpoises have long
been known for riding the bow of ships; it also has

been reported that they ride the bow of larger

whales.

More is known about the behavior of the

bottlenose dolphin or porpoise than any of the

other species because extensive research has been

conducted on the animal. Sex play, for example, is

frequent and may be initiated toward any other,

without regard to size, age, sex, relationship, or

even species: approaches to human beings and

turtles have been noted. Courtship and

impregnation seems to occur mainly in spring. A

single calf is born after a gestation of 12 months.

Porpoises, especially of the genus Tursiops,
are capable of imitation and memorization; they
demonstrate foresight, learn from observation,

solve complex problems, perform elaborate tasks,

and learn multiple procedures. In times of illness in

captivity, they have been known to refuse to eat and

batter themselves against walls.

Pinnipedia

The name "seal" can be broadly applied to any
fin-footed marine mammal, including the walrus,

the eared seals (sea lion and fur seal), and the true

seals (also called earless seals, hair seals, or Phocid

seals). More narrowly, the term seal is applied only
to true seals.

All pinnipeds leave the water at least once a

year, at breeding time. In nearly all species, the

females give birth a year after mating, so that the

births take place on land or on ice, just before

breeding begins. The pups of sea lions are nursed

during the period spent on land, usually of several

months duration. Some species spend most of the

year far from their breeding grounds; the northern

fur seals make particularly long migrations each

year.
Most pinnipeds have diets of fish, squid, and

shellfish; some are bottom feeders, with

physiological adaptations for deep diving.
The sea lions and fur seals (family Otahidae)

and the walrus (family Odobenidae) are able to turn

their hind flippers forward forwalkingon land; they
swim chiefly by a rowing action of their long front

flippers. The Phocids or hair seals progress by

wriggling on their bellies, pulling themselves with

theirshortfrontflippers; in thewatertheyemploya
side-to-side sweeping action of the hind flippers.

Most seals are marine, with a few exceptions.
The Baikal seal, Phoca sibirica, for example, is found

in the freshwater Lake Baikal in Siberia. Another

species is found in the brackish water of the Caspian

Sea, and several populations of normally marine

species harbor and ring seals are sometimes

found in various freshwater lakes.

Antarctic seals include the voracious leopard

seal, which feeds on penguins, other seals, and

seabirds, and the Ross, Weddell (the deepest diving
of the pinnipeds, going to 600 meters in a recorded

dive), and crabeater seals. The warm water seals

include the Mediterranean, Caribbean (thought to

be close to if not extinct), and Hawaiian species of

monk seal.

Another group of seals includes the elephant
and hooded seal. There are two species of elephant

seals, one in the Northern and one in the Southern

Hemisphere. They are distinguished from other

seals by their immense size and trunklike snouts.

The hooded seal, distinguishable by an inflatable

bladder over the snout, is found in the Arctic and

Atlantic.

Sirenia or Sea Cows

The two members of the Sirenian order are the

dugong and the manatee, both found in warm,
shallow waters in sheltered regions. They are the

only marine mammals, outside of the Cetacean

order, who spend their entire lives in the water. In

addition, they are the only marine mammals that

feed primarily on vegetation. There has been some

experiments in which manatees have been used for

control of aquatic weeds in tropical countries where

such vegetation causes serious problems for public

health, fisheries, irrigation, and transportation. The
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Cupid astride a dolphin
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Which the mermaid . . . ? Which the manatee . . ?

animals, however, are in danger of extinction. Man

appears to be their main predator; hunting is the

major cause of their decline.

The manatees have large, heavy, thickset

bodies, their tail ending in a horizontally flattened

fluke. They have no hind legs and the forelegs serve

as small flippers. Their dark skin is relatively

hairless, except for bristles around their lips.

The female manatee has a single pair of

mammary glands positioned close to the base of her

forelimbs. There has been speculation that female

manatees, who nurse on the water's surface, are the

source of mermaid legends. They are believed to

have been first described by Christopher
Columbus. His diary for Wednesday 9 January 1493

The worldwide distribution of manatees. Source: The

National Science Research Council, Georgetown,

Guyana.

contained this observation: ". . . on the previous

day, when the Admiral went to the Rio del Oro, he

saw three mermaids, which rose well out of the sea;

but they are not so beautiful as they are painted,

though to some extent they have the form of a

human face . . ."

The manatees are largely bottom feeders and

may consume up to 100 pounds of vegetation daily.

They must surface for air every 5 to 20 minutes.

Some species grow to 12 feet in length and weigh

upward of 500 pounds.
West Indian manatees, Trichechus manatus,

are found in nearshore waters, bays, estuaries, and

rivers in Florida and throughout the Caribbean

area; Amazonian manatees, T. inunguis, in the

rivers of northeast South America, ascending the

Amazon as far as Ecuador; and West African

manatees, T. senegalensis, in the rivers and lagoons
of West Africa.

Thedugong,Dugongcy<jgon, is found in local

estuarian waters of the Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and

the Southwest Pacific. The male has long, tusklike

teeth, and can reach a length of 9 or more feet and

weigh upward of 600 pounds. Dugongs are

believed to be diminishing in number despite laws

protecting them in many countries. The meat of the

dugong is sweet and tasty, and is believed by natives

in some countries to be the elixir of permanent
youthfulness and immortality. The Steller sea cow,

now extinct, was discovered by the Danish explorer

Bering (see page 24) in 1741 . It became extinct

through hunting a mere 30 years after discovery.
The animal reached a length of approximately 25 to

30 feet and weighed up to 4 tons.



CarmVora

Broadly speaking, the seal, sea lion, and walrus fall

under the large mammalian order of Carnivora,

consisting of (carnivorous) animals whose diet is

made up largely of animal matter. The Carnivora

order is divided into two suborders, the Fissipedia
(which includes thedog, bear, raccoon, and weasel,
as well as the cat, civet, and hyena families), and

Pinnipedia, which we have already discussed. The
sea otter (see page 24), the marine otter, and the

polar bear fall into the Carnivora category under

Fissipedia.
The sea otter, Enhydra lutris, is the only

fissiped carnivore that is exclusively marine (in the

strictest sense). It is the smallest marine mammal,
the adult male reaching a length of about 58 inches

and a weight of up to 100 pounds. His flattened tail

constitutes about 25 percent of his body length. The

forepaws, adapted for grasping food and for

grooming the fur, are not generally used in

swimming, though an animal may use them as an aid

when gathering food. The hind feet are broadly
flattened and adapted to the sea otter's unique habit

of swimming on its back at the surface. Propulsion
at the surface is attained by means of alternate

strokes of the hind flippers or by sinuous
movements of the body (escape speed can be about
5.7 statute miles per hour).

The fur of the sea otter consists of two layers
-the guard hair, about 1.5 inches long, and a dense
underfur layer, about 1 .2 inches long. Because the

sea otter has no blubber, it must rely on a blanket of

air trapped in its fur for insulation against its chilly
environment. If the fur becomes soiled or matted,
as with spilled oil, the air blanket is destroyed,

allowing water to reach the skin, and the animal

soon chills and dies.

The sea otter is exceptional among marine
mammals in its habit of using stones as tools. An
otter may use a rock, carried to the surface from the

Adult male sea otter, left, and female. (Photo Karl W.

Kenyon, ASC, PR)

bottom, as a base on which to break open clam
shells. While eating at the surface on its back, the

otter often rolls sideways, washing pieces of shell

from its chest.

Mating takes place in the water and may
occur at any season. The pair may remain together
for as long as three days. During this period, they
dive and feed side-by-side and sometimes sleep

together on a rock chosen by the female. Toward
the end of the mating period, the male may leave

the female resting on the rock while he dives for

food. At this time, the female may leave the male,

permanently breaking the pair bond.
The female gives birth to a single pup, which

she nurses from two abdominal mammary glands.
When the mother dives for food, the newborn pup
sleeps quietly on the surface or may squirm about
and attempt swimming or diving movements. The
mother stays with her offspring for a year or more.

Polar bears, Ursus mahtimus, usually live on

drifting pack ice, but sometimes wander long
distances inland. They are not strictly marine

mammals in that they do not live for long periods in

the water (they do, however, fall under the Marine

Polar bears off Cape Lisburne, Alaska. (Photo Gerry Atwell, courtesy U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service)
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Mammal Protection Act of 1972). They enter the

water frequently and can swim strongly for a

hundred miles or more. They hunt by lying in wait at

the breathing holes of seals, pouncing and

retrieving them through the smashed ice. A bear

can ease itself into the water with scarcely a ripple,

swim underwater or with only its black nose

showing, and surface silently beside a sleeping seal.

They have been known to kill walruses, narwhals,

and beluga whales. After feasting, they wash

carefully. Theirsenseof smell is legendary. Eskimos

maintain a polar bear can scent a seal many miles

away.
Adult male polar bears can reach a length of

9 1
/2 feet and weigh up to 1 ,600 pounds. They can

attain a running speed of 25 miles per hour on ice.

Males and non-pregnant females are thought to be

on the move all winter, while pregnant females

make winter dens in the snow. Cubs are usually

born in January and nursed in the den until March.

The cubs remain with the mother for about a year
and a half, while learningto hunt.

Regulatory Aspects

The U.S. Congress enacted the Marine Mammal
Protection Act of 1972, which set forth a national

policy to encourage the development of marine
mammal populations to optimum sustainable

levels, while maintaining the health and stability of

the marine ecosystem. The Act also established a

Marine Mammal Commission, based in

Washington. It was charged with responsibility for

developing and reviewing information, actions, and

policy to insure that the objectives of the Act would
be attained.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of the

Department of Interior maintains an official list of

endangered and threatened wildlife species and

plants, which includes many marine mammals. In

addition, lists also are maintained by various

environmental organizations, such as the World
Wildlife Fund (WWF). These lists sometimes vary

widely. The WWF has listed the following marine

mammals as rare, vulnerable, and endangered:
"Cefacea Black right whale, bowhead, sei, fin,

blue, humpback, gray, Indus susu (dolphin),

Ganges susu (dolphin), Sarawak (dolphin), pygmy
killer whale, cochito, spectacled porpoise, Dall's

porpoise, sperm whale, dwarf sperm, Tasman
beaked whale, northern bottlenose whale;

Pinnipedia Galapagos fur seal, Juan Fernandez

fur seal, Guadalupe fur seal, Japanese sea lion,

Saiman seal, Mediterranean monk seal, Caribbean

monk, and Hawaiian monk; Sirenia Dugong,
Caribbean, Amazonian, and West African manatee;
Carnivora Polar bear, the marine otter, and the

southern sea otter."

This survey of marine mammals is far from

complete. It is meant only to acquaint the reader

with the subject. A fuller appreciation can be sought
in the suggested readings.
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How Many Bowheads?
by Charles D. Evans and Larry S. Underwood
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Dowhead whales, Balaena mysticetus, have

recently been the subject of national and
international controversy, centering on their

harvest by Eskimos for subsistence purposes
relative to the size of the population. Many factors

have contributed to what amounts to an imprecise
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understanding of the population dynamics of this

species. Chief among them is the affinity these

animals show for the leading edge of the pack ice,

which is a dangerous place to conduct studies. Of
all cetaceans, bowheads are perhaps the most

closely linked to the pack ice. Those in the Western
Arctic winter in the Bering Sea at the edge of the sea

ice and migrate northward from March through
June, following leads (open channels) in the pack
ice. During this migration, some follow the leads

nearest to shore and become available to Eskimo

hunters, mainly at St. Lawrence Island, Point Hope,
Wainwright, and Barrow, although they also have

been taken at Wales, Kivalina, Point Lay, and Icy

Cape. They also can be taken offshore during the

fall near the mouth of the Colville River and at

Kaktovik on Barter Island.

These whales have been an essential part of

life in the Arctic for a long period of time. Estimates

of the total time during which Eskimos have

harvested the bowhead range from 1 ,000 to 3,500

years. According to Dr. John Bockstoce of New
Bedford, Mass., a recognized authority on Eskimo

whaling and whaling history, the hunt, harvest, and
distribution of the bowhead represent the

foundation of coastal Eskimo society. The U.S.

Public Health Service has estimated that it may
provide as much as 80 percent of their protein

requirement.
Human use of bowheads in Alaskan arctic

waters assumed a new dimension in 1848, when the

first American whaling ships went north in to the

Arctic Ocean. As many as 53 ships, using shore

stations in northwestern Alaska, hunted whales,

mainly bowheads. Commercial whaling ended

shortly after the turn of the century, when the

market for whalebone collapsed. During this

60-year period, commercial whalers took large
numbers of whales, which presumably reduced
their population considerably, although this has not

been well documented.
Bowheads have not been always available to

Eskimo hunters. Even in relatively recent times,

whaling villages have been sometimes unsuccessful

inhuntingthem.At Barrow, for exam pie, no whales
were taken from 1957 through 1959. During such

periods, hunting efforts shifted to other species,

mainly walrus at St. Lawrence Island and caribou

farther north.

Regulations Affecting Bowheads

A number of actions have been taken to protect
worldwide whaling stocks from over-exploitation,
some specifically directed at the bowhead. The

sequence of actions taken to protect these whales is

summarized in the U.S. Department of Commerce's
draft Environmental Impact Statement of 1977. This

do( umcnt states: "Bowhead whales have been

completely protected from commercial whaling by
the Convention for the Regulation of Whaling of

1931, and by the International Convention for the

Regulation of Whaling since 1947, and

subsequently, they have received protection under
the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, the

Endangered Species Act of 1973, and the

Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. Both Conventions
and Acts have allowed for a continued harvest of

these whales by the Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos."

Initially, most research on bowheads was

privately sponsored, but in the early 1970s, the

federal government began a small-scale program of

bowhead observation at Point Hope and Barrow to

document the Eskimo harvest, gather information

on the biology of bowheads, and to attempt to

count the run past Barrow. In the period between
1972 and 1976, there was a growing public concern
over the increasing Eskimo harvest, which led to

repeated warnings by the Scientific Committee of

the International Whaling Commission (IWC).
These warnings served to emphasize the

endangered status of these whales.

In 1976, the IWC passed a resolution calling
on the United States to take immediate action to

reduce the taking and the loss rate of bowhead
whales. No significant action was taken, however,
until the 1977 deliberations of the Scientific

Committee of the IWC. Duringthis interim period,
the number of whales taken, plus those estimated

to have been struck and not retrieved, continued to

rise. In the meantime, those most affected by these

decisions, the Alaskan Eskimos, devoted their

attention to implementation of the Alaska Native

Claims Settlement Act, and to the business of

making a living (much of it from the bowhead
whale). No concerted effort appears to have been
made to inform the Eskimos of what the Scientific

Committee, and many other scientists, saw to be a

grave situation with respect to the survival of the

bowhead. Finally, the IWC in June 1977 decided to

rescind an exemption that permitted aboriginals to

take bowheads, a decision that came as a complete
surprise to the Alaskan Eskimos. The proposal of the

Scientific Committee to rescind the exemption was
based on the following premises:

1 ) The current population of the bowhead is

somewhere between 600 and 1 ,800

individuals;

2) This is less than 10 percent of the initial

population;
3) The Eskimo harvest has increased

appreciably in the lastfewyears, primarily
as a result of hunting efforts; and

4) The harvest risks for the species are

unacceptably high.

Public Reaction

Few environmental issues in recent times triggered

greater public response (both in Alaska and

nationwide) than the action of the IWC. The first
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Eskimos from St. Lawrence
Island searching for walrus,

an alternative food source,

in the northern Bering Sea,

during the spring hunt.

(Photo John Burns)

reaction of the Alaskan Eskimos was shock and

anger. Stressing the importance of the bowhead to

the Eskimo culture, some stated that they intended

to continue harvesting, no matter what the federal

government or the IWC decided to do.

The IWC decision was of particular concern

to the Eskimos because they also face a declining
caribou herd in the Western Arctic. This herd has

traditionally served as an alternate food source, but

because of its present reduced size, it can supply

only a small fraction of the Eskimos' nutritional

needs. Suggested solutions have ranged from

importingcommercial red meat tobedistributed

without charge to giving people more food

stamps. Most Eskimos have flatly rejected proposals
to substitute "store foods" for their nutritional

needs. They have asserted that such measures

deprive them of their independence and cultural

heritage.
The press and various organizations

concerned with the issue reacted swiftly and, in

many cases, extremely. Many felt a complete
harvest moratorium was in order if the bowhead

population was in fact depleted. They pointed out

that extinction would imperil Eskimo and whale
alike. Others stressed the problems of the United
States position in the international arena. They
emphasized the importance of the issue in

international politics and its potential threat to the

effectiveness of the IWC.

The United States Position

The IWC action putthe U.S. government in aclassic

dilemma. For several years, the United States

pressed for whale conservation and strict limitation

of commercial whaling around the world until

whale stocks recovered. At the same time, it

promoted a greater worldwide recognition of

human, particularly minority, rights. Actions

restricting the Eskimo whale harvest put these two

policies in direct conflict.

The United States had two possible courses

of action. Under the conventions that established

the IWC, the United States agreed to enforce IWC
recommendations within its boundaries.

Therefore, if the government did nothing, the IWC
recommendations automatically would have

become official U.S. policy. Enforcement of the

IWC action would have posed a serious threat to the

culture and life-style of a minority group.

Additionally, it might have been an abrogation of

Native civil rights because they were not included in

the decision-making process. Alternatively, the

government could have registered an official

objection to the IWC recommendation, and
subsistence whaling by Alaskan Eskimos could have

continued without regulation. This course of

action, however, would have put the United States'

commitment to protect whales in question, and

could have adversely affected global whale

conservation programs.
The problems of adequately recognizing the

position of the Eskimos, providing protection for

the bowhead, and dealing with other highly
emotional issues were difficult, particularly for

some officials who were several thousand miles

from the scene. The welfare of the bowhead was
often lost among the issues of international politics,

extremist doctrines, and minority rights. Lost also

were the basic biological questions that needed to

be answered before a sound decision could be

made as to whether the bowhead whale could

sustain continued harvest. What was the current

status of the population? What were the trends in
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this population? What was the carrying capacity of

the bowhead habitat?

A Review of the Data

During the months that followed the IWC decision,

time was available to consider the effects of that

decision and to review the data. The most basic

question concerns the current size of the bowhead

population in the Bering Sea and Western Arctic

Ocean. In recent years, a number of estimates have

appeared in print. D.E. Sergeant and W. Hoek (1974)

stated: "Present numbers . . . are not accurately
known but are probably in the low hundreds in this

section of the species range" (the eastern Beaufort

Sea, especially the waters south and west of Banks

Island). There is no reason, however, to believe that

this segment constitutes the entire population. The
data on which the estimate was based are not given
in the article, and the estimate appears only in the

article's abstract. D.W. Rice (1974) stated: "These
facts imply a minimum population of about 400."

Exactly what facts were considered is not clear, but

his estimate was apparently based on examination

of Eskimo catch statistics collected for the Barrow

region by W.J. Maher and N.J. Wilimovsky (1963)

and for Point Hope by D.C. Foote (1960). In addition

to these data, Rice apparently collected

observations during two seasons in the Point Hope
area.

At the 1977 IWC meeting, E. Mitchell

circulated a draft copy of a paper discussing, in part,
the initial and present populations of the bowhead
in the Bering Sea. Although the author requested
that the draft not be cited or referenced without his

permission, it has been alleged to be one of the

most important considerations used by the IWC and
its Scientific Committee in developing its

recommended moratorium on the Eskimo harvest.

Mitchell's estimate of current populations also has

been widely quoted in the press. Si nee the report is

now public information, it will be discussed here.

Mitchell reported: "My guess is that the entire

Bering Sea stock now numbers around a thousand

animals, perhaps less." Once again, methods used
to arrive at the number were not presented.
Apparently, the population estimate was based on

general impressions from the literature, such as

"human activity is great, sightings and number of

strandings, school size, all are apparently minimal
and indicate a population of relatively small size."

Two additional reports (W.M. Marquette,
1<)77; H.W. Braham and B.D. Krogman, 1977) that

address the question of the size of the bowhead
population are based on two studies currently being
conduc ted in northern Alaska; one has been in

progrrs sine o 1973, and the other is in its second
ear. In both studies, observer teams have been on

thf it c with Eskimo whaling crews during spring
vhaling at Barrow and Point Hope. Some observer

junt whales as they pass these points during

migration; others visit the whaling camps in spring
and fall to collect biological specimens from
harvested whales. They also gather information
from Eskimo whalers. In 1976 and 1977, additional

personnel conducted aerial surveys in the open
waters of the lead systems, particularly within 50

kilometers of shore.

Marquette reviewed the population
estimates discussed above and reported estimates

published by F.H. Fay (1975), "about 1 ,000 animals";
F.E. Durham (1973), "2,500 animals"; G.Y. Harry
(1973), "1 ,000 to 3,000 animals"; and V.B. Scheffer

(1976), "around 2,000 whales." Again, methods of

deriving these numbers were not discussed. Both
the Marquette and the Braham and Krogman
reports concluded that accurate estimates of the

bowhead population could not be made becauseof
scant data. In addition, both reported that as many
as 800 bowhead whales may have migrated past
Barrow during the spring 1976 survey period. They
also suggested that the 800 number probably did

not represent the total population.
All bowhead field studies have been limited

to observations on migrating whales during the

period of Eskimo harvest. The tacit assumption has

been that all whales migrate past the observation

points during this fixed time period. There is

evidence, however, that some whales migrate

during other periods and into other areas. For

example, Marquette, as well as Braham and

Krogman, reported that whale migration was in

progress when observation teams and Eskimo
hunters arrived on the ice in spring. (Eskimo
hunters and observers are forced off the ice by
spring breakup, usually in late May or early June at

Barrow. Most years, the migration continues after

whaling has ended.) Nearly all spring observations

have been made from the nearshore lead system.
Some evidence indicates that migrations also occur
in offshore leads as far out as 80 kilometers

(Durham, 1973; Braham and Krogman, 1977).

Furthermore, in 1962, whales were observed at

Banks Island before any had been seen at Barrow,

suggesting that counts at Barrow do not include all

bowheads migrating through that area. Another

possibility is that some bowheads do not enter the

Beaufort Sea or migrate along the shores of

northern Alaska. Some may migrate northward
from the Bering Sea in to the Chukchi Sea in Siberian

waters. Theexistenceorsizeof such a population is

not known.

Evidence on the age of whales taken also

suggests that only a portion of the whale population
has been surveyed. Marquette reported that 58

percent of the animals taken by Eskimos are less

than three years old and that about 75 percent are

probably less than four or five. There is a possibility,

then, that older whales, particularly females with

calves, migrate at other times and in other places,
and thus have not been surveyed. Although the
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Eskimos hauling a landed whale onto the ice. The whale is then shared according to an ancient ritual. (Photo CD. Evans)

temptation is to come up with a formal estimate on
the size of the bowhead population, there are not

enough data to do so.

A second important question concerns the

population trends of the bowhead. Are they stable,

increasing, or decreasing? Since we lack

information on the total number, it is not surprising
that we know even less about historic fluctuations.

A possible indicator might be harvest statistics.

Maher and Wilimovsky (1963) examined the 1928 to

1960 catch records from Barrow, con eluding that the

population has not increased during this century.
This statement has been quoted by a number of

authors, including Rice (1974) and Mitchell (1977).

Fay (1975) stated that the population "is thought to

be increasing steadily," but gave no supportive
data. Marquette (1977) presented catch statistics for

bowhead whales taken by Eskimos from shore
stations in northwestern Alaska from 1880 to

present. These data have been plotted in Figure 1.

Several observations can be made from these

statistics. First, the number of whales harvested in

the last several years has dramatically increased.

Occasional annual harvests of more than 30 animals

also occurred in the late 1800s and early 1900s. After

1910, however, years of unusually high harvest

became relatively infrequent. Perhaps the most

important observation is that the average harvest by

10-year periods has steadily increased since 1930. If

the decade 1920 to 1930 was one of above-average
harvests, such as often occur in years of favorable

ice conditions, then the upward trend may have

begun as early as 1910 when commercial whaling
ceased. Marquette has stated that the growing
annual kill may reflect an increase in abundance.

It also has been argued, however, that the

increased harvest actually represents an increase in

hunting effort. Marquette has recorded a steady
increase si nee 1973 in the number of active crews in

Point Hope, Wainwright, and Barrow, as well as

other places. Unfortunately, data on the number of

Typical Eskimo whaling camp located at the edge of the

large lead that forms each spring a few miles offshore along
the coast of northwest Alaska. The hunt also provides the

Eskimos with opportunities to take occasional seals.

(Photo CD. Evans)

An Eskimo conducting the vigil for the bowhead alongside
his whale boat at the edge ofpack ice. (Photo R. M. Burnett)

crews hunting before 1971 are difficult to obtain. An
index of total effective effort by each crew or

information on the number struck, but not

retrieved, is even more difficult to estimate. Most

people who have lived in the region, however, feel
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that this increase in hunting effort did not start until

Native employment associated with the

trans-Alaska pipeline and Native land claims

settlement became well established. Thus prior to

1971-73, the number of crews may have been

relatively constant; approximately 20 in the Barrow

area, with perhaps another 20 along the Beaufort

and Chukchi Sea coasts.

Despite pitfalls inherent in the use of catch

statistics, Figure 1 suggests that the bowhead

population is probably not decreasing and may
actually be increasing. Unfortunately, until changes
in level of effort and other considerations are

documented, interpretations are dangerous.
For long-term management, we should know

the carrying capacity of the bowhead's
environment, the population size prior to

commercial exploitation in the late 1800s is a

possible indicator of carrying capacity at that time.

This might further be used as an indicator of present

carrying capacity. One suggested method of

determining this has been to examine the catch

records of New England whalers to find out how
many animals they harvested from the Western
Beaufort Sea, thus allowing for speculation on the

residual population after exploitation. Rice (1974)

may have been the first to attempt this. He reported
that a preliminary examination of catch statistics

indicated the initial population could have been
between 4,000 and 5,000 individuals. Mitchell (1977)

examined the same data and concluded that the

initial population might have been between 18,000
and 28,000. These studies and others (Bockstoce,

Marquette, 1977), indicate that we are still

awaiting an extensive examination of old whaling
records.

Until an extensive survey is made of all

existing commercial whaling records and the

methodology validated, estimates of initial

population size are speculative. Their value as

indicators of current carrying capacity of the habitat

can also be questioned. Bockstoce (1977) stated

Figure 7. Bowhead whales

taken by Eskimos and at

shore stations in northern

and northwestern Alaska.

(From W.M. Marquette,
1977)

about as much as can responsibly be said about the

status of the bowhead whale: "... the bowhead is

the species of great whale about which the least is

known, and any attempt to estimate its numbers is

bound to fall in the realm of sheer guesswork."

A Search for the Middle Ground

A number of actions took place following the IWC
decision in June 1977 that placed a moratorium on
the taking of bowheads. In addition to the public

outcry and the expressions of nonacceptance by
Eskimo leaders, sone scientists questioned the

decision a few considered theaction moredrastic

than circumstance warranted, whereas others

questioned the validity of existing data.

In August 1977, about 70 Eskimo whaling

captains met at Barrow to consider their position.
The outcome of the meeting was the formation of

the Alaskan Eskimo Whaling Commission (AEWC).
Its first major action was to deny jurisdiction of the

IWC over subsistence whaling activities, stating that

a zero quota would not be acceptable. During the

meeting, the AEWC developed its own

management plan, covering methods of harvest and

self-regulation, and the responsibilities of captains.
But perhaps more importantly, the AEWC members

finally recognized that the bowhead problem was

serious and that it threatened their society that

their best course of action was to participate fully in

any further decisions that affected the bowhead and

the hunt.

Following two court actions in October 1977,

it became clear that the United States would not

object to the IWC ruling. An objection by the U.S.

would have had the effect of opposing the ban on

Eskimo hunting of bowheads. The United States

did, however, press for a reconsideration of the

June 1977 decision of the IWC, seeking new

provisions that would provide for a greatly

expanded research program on the bowhead in the

Bering Sea and Western Arctic.



The first day of Nulakatuk,
the ceremony that ends the

whaling season, is followed

by a night of dancing to

ancient, stylized rhythms.
This ceremony is taking

place at Point Hope, Alaska.

(Photo CD. Evans)

These activities culminated in a special

meeting of the IWC in December 1977 at which the

U.S. delegation included eight representatives of

the Eskimo whaling community. This meeting
resulted in a relaxation of the June decision.

Eskimos are permitted to harvest 12 whales or strike

18, whichever comes first (this is a lower quota than

the Eskimos had hoped for). At a meeting at Barrow
in January of this year, the AEWC voted to abide by
the quota, provided that 1) the AEWC be invited to

participate in formulation of IWC regulations, both

locally and at the international level, 2) the federal

government undertake research on methods to

reduce the loss of struck whales and on alternative

food sources, and 3) Washington commit itself to

negotiation for restoration of subsistence harvest.

At this writing, the National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS) is undertaking an expanded
research program to determine the current

population size, migration habits, and population

dynamics of bowheads. The Alaska Legislature has

approved a grant to the AEWC to assist it in

conducting its own affairs and to enable the Eskimos
to participate with government scientists in

research and surveillance programs, which began in

April. Following the tensions of the last year, this

cooperative program will require the concerted
effort of the AEWC, federal and state scientists, and
other concerned citizens, all of whom must

recognize that the future of not only the bowhead,
but of a way of life depend on the outcome.

Charles D. Evans is an Associate Resource Biologist with

the Arctic Environmental Information and Data Center,

University of Alaska, Anchorage. He has conducted

numerous studies for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Lawrence S. Underwood is a Research Analyst in Animal

Biology at the Anchorage Center. He was formerly
Assistant Director for Science, Naval Arctic Research

Laboratory, Barrow, Alaska.
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The Sea Otter

Its Interaction

With Man

by Daniel Costa

Ancestors of the sea otter, Enhydra lutris, first

inhabited the shallow waters of the North Pacific

Ocean some 3.5 million years ago. Over time, they
increased their metabolic heat production and

developed very dense fur in response to the cool

marine environment. These adaptations led to

important interactions between these animals and

humans. The first was man's exploitation of sea

otters for their fur, which almost resulted in

extinction. Then, as this marine mammal was

allowed to reestablish itself over parts of its former

range, its large appetite led to a competition with

man for certain shellfish resources. Presently, as

offshore oil exploration is conducted within the sea

otter's range, there is concern about what effects

crude oil seeps and spills might have on the animals.

The first interaction between man and the sea

ottercan be traced backat least 8,400 years when
the Aleuts first occupied the Aleutian Islands. These

natives hunted the sea otter and perhaps competed
with them for food. But it was not until the survivors

of Bering's expedition (led by the Danish explorer
Vitus Jonassen Bering) returned to Russia in 1742

that man began hunting otters in earnest. Bering's

ship,theSf. Peter, was wrecked in 1741 on the shore

of the largest island in the Commander (USSR)

chain, subsequently named Bering Island. Bering
died on the island, but the surviving crew members

repaired a small vessel from the St. Peter and
returned to Russia with valuable furs and news of

large herds of seals and otters, triggering a

widespread hunt for the animals throughout the

Aleutian Islands and waters off Alaska. By 1825, the

Russian fur traders had significantly reduced the sea

otter population in the North Pacific. They
c ontinued, however, to take between 1,000 and
2,000 pelts annually until 1867, when Russia sold

Alaska to the United States. With Alaskan waters in

the control of the United States, American ships

diligently hunted sea otters until it was no longer
; lomk al to do so. In 40 years, the value of pelts

taken far exceeded the $7,200,000 paid for the

Alaskan territory.

Sea otter with urchin. (Photo Richard D. Mattison)

By 191 1, the sea otter population had been

reduced to an estimated 1 ,000 to 2,000 individuals,

existing in 11 isolated areas. An international fur

treaty was signed that year by the United States,

Russia, Japan, and Great Britain, granting the sea



otter and fur seal complete protection. Originally,
the range of the sea otter had included the entire

coastal area of the north Pacific Ocean and Bering
Sea from Kamchatka south to the Kurile Islands

and Hokaido Island, eastward to the Commander,

Aleutian, and Pribilof Islands, then south along the

western coast of North America to Moro Hermoso
in Baja California (Figure 1). By 1911, the sea otter

could be found only in two areas of the

Kamchatka-Ku rile expanse, six areas along the
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Aleutian chain and Alaskan mainland, and in one
area in British Columbia, California, and Baja
California. By 1920, the populations in British

Columbia and Baja California were extinct.

Presently, according to an estimate by the

U.S. Fish and Wild life Service, the world population
of the sea otter is about 150,000 animals. Of these,

approximately 1 ,800 are in California. Let us take a

look at some of the mechanisms that have allowed

this animal to adapt and survive.

Thermoregulatory Biology

Because of the greater heat capacity of water,

aquatic mammals face a higher rate of heat loss to

the environment than do terrestrial animals.

Perhaps some readers have experienced this

phenomenon when swimming in water that is the

same temperature as the surrounding air one
chills much taster in the water. Heat, in fact, is lostto

water at least 25 times faster than to air.

Most marine mammals haveathick insulating

layer of blubber that increases their internal heat

production. But only the sea otter and the fur seal

have a thick layer of fur that serves as their primary
insulation against the cold. Unlike the fur of

terrestrial mammals, the sea otter's fur resists

penetration by water while also maintaining a layer
of air that serves as insulation between the cold

water and the animal's warm body.
Researchers have shown that there is only a

20 percent increase in the sea otter's loss of heat

when swimming in water, compared to more than a

tenfold increase in the thermal conductivity of a

.*
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Aleutian Islanders' sea otter canoe, orbaidarka, with hunters engaged in the chase. (From The Marine Mammals of the

Northwestern Coast of North America by Charles M. Scammon, 1874. Reprinted by permission ofDover Publications)



Table 1 . The resting energy consumption of 1 mammals compared to their relative heat productions.
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expected



have been unused for more than 100 years; thus sea

urchin, abalone, and clam populations usually
abound. The otters in this instance forage almost

exclusively on abalones and sea urchins. These food
items are soon limited to out-of-reach crevices.

Captive sea otters display a great curiosity for small

holes or openings. In natural habitats that have
been stabilized overtime, most of the preferred sea

otter prey are found on ledges and in crevices along
the bottom in increasingly deeper water.

The observance of sea otter behavior is not

without its light moments. One animal repeatedly
recovered aluminum pop-top cans from the bottom
of aMonterey marina. Upon surfacing with the can,
the otter floated on his back, opening the can with

his teeth and removing an octopus. The animal

dined on at least seven octopuses in this fashion.

Secondary Effects of Foraging

As the abundance of preferred prey decreases, sea

otters forage on other species, such as snails,

mussels, chitons (Table 3), and pismo clams. In

some areas of California, the animal's foraging on
sea urchins, abalones, and pismo clams has

Sea otter foraging.

(Photo James A. Mattison)

prevented a commercial or recreational fishery for

the species.
The enhancement of various forms of brown

algae, which includes kelp,* is a secondary effect of

sea otter predation. Sea urchins have limited the

distribution of algae in many marine communities.

Their elimination by sea otters thus results in a

proliferation of brown algae.

J. A. Estesand J. F. Palmisano have com pared
the composition of two habitats in the Aleutian

Islands, finding that the presence of otters affects

not only the proliferation of algae, but other

vertebrates as well. In the absence of the animal, the

"One common form of kelp plant is Nereocystis. It can

grow to a length of 80 meters. The plant is attached to the

bottom by what is known as a holdfast, a branched
structure that attaches to a rock. A long tube (stipe)

extends from the holdfast which ends in a large circular

ball. Both the ball and the stipe are hollow and filled with

gas. The gas gives the plant buoyancy, permitting it to

float. At the end of the bulb are long, thin fronds, which
look like leaves. The top canopy of kelp is sometimes
harvested as a food, or source of iodine, potash, and
iodine-based drugs.

Table 3. The diet of sea otters foraging in established and newly occupied habitats. All habitats are in

California.

PREY SPECIES

Pt. Lobos

1963 1969

Established 1 | Newly Occupied i

Pt. Cabrillo China Row Cambria Pico Creek

1977 1977 1969 1968

Abalone



Adult male grooming his flipper. (Photo by author)

bottom areas around the Near Islands were heavily
populated by sea urchins, with little evidence of
brown algae. The Rat Islands, on the other hand,
with a dense population of sea otters, possessed a

vast brown algal mat and very few sea urchins. Also
noted were an abundance of rock greenlings, bald

eagles, and harbor seals. The researchers
concluded that the sparseness of these vertebrates
around the Near Islands was due to the lesser
amount of algae, which serves as a nutritional base.

Management Implications

Increased development of offshore oil resources as
well as the oceanic shipment of crude oil poses a

threat to the sea otter in Alaska and California. Of
immediate concern is the planned shipment of
crude oil from Alaska to California by supertanker.

The Port of Valdez, where Alaskan crude oil is

loaded onto supertankers for transport to California
and Washington, is at the northernmost point of
Prince William Sound a body of water that

supports a very large sea otter population.
Navigation in the sound can be treacherous due to
the strong tidal currents at the entrance and
frequent violent storms.

If a tanker collided with another ship, or ran

aground, the possible oil spillage would cause

damage to sea otters, fouling their fur which they
depend upon for insulation. Preliminary research
(at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the

University of Minnesota, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service) indicates that severely oiled
animals would die of hypothermia,* within 24 to 48
hours, or contract pneumonia, dying several days
later. Sea lions and elephant seals apparently are
not seriously affected by contact with crude oil.

The use of detergents to clean oil from otters
does not seem to be practical, since tests show that

*The reduction of body temperature by loss of heat.

Adult male sea otterpounding clams against a rock on his
chest. (Photo Karl W. Kenyon, ASC, PR)

they not only remove petroleum but the animals'
natural oils as well. Also, the otter himself must

groom his furto reestablish the crucial air layer. It is

not known at this point whether the otter ingests oil

as well during this procedure; it is suspected that he
does. Even if a reliable rehabilitation procedure is

developed, contaminated otters would have to be
captured (methods are slow, inefficient, and costly)
and treated in a matter of hours while still in good
physiological condition.

An oil spill in the sea otters' range in

California could be devastating because the entire

population of 1,800 animals lives along
approximately 200 miles of the coast. This point as
well as others led the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
to list the California sea otter as threatened in

February, 1977.

The predation by sea otters on certain
fisheries in the state has resulted in a controversy as
to whether to limit the current expansion of the
animals' range. There is a threat that the range will

be expanded to the south, which would have an
effect on the very large recreational harvest of

pismo clams at Pismo Beach.
With passage of the Marine Mammal

Protection Act in 1972, management of the sea otter

became the responsibility of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. In order to limit the range,
therefore, California would have to seek a waiver to
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Sea otter in a tangle-net capture device used in Prince

William Sound, Alaska. (Photo by author)

the Act, returning management to the state. The
state Department of Fish and Game has received a

Scientific Research Permit, which allows study of

the feasibility of translocating otters from the

southern end of their range to the northern limit.

This procedure could eventually protect the Pismo

Beach clam fishery. However, any management
plan in which sea otters are simply translocated to

other areas may prove to be impractical.
In 1972, the California Department of Fish

and Game moved 17 sea otters 72 kilometers north

from their southern limit. Within nine months,
more than 30 percent of the animals were found

near the original capture site. Competition with

established otters for food, or a natural homing
instinct, may have caused them to return.

Translocation to a new area along the California

coast would probably require a large number of

otters of both sexes to insure survival of the new

population. Such moves within Alaska and to

Oregon and Washington have proven this to be a

need in creating a viable breeding population.

Although the relocation of 403 otters to

southeastern Alaska proved statistically successful,

other attempts have not been so fruitful -- 18 of 59

otters remain in Washington, 4of 93 in Oregon, and

60 of 89 in British Columbia, according to a 1977

census of translocations.

Attempts to limit the expansion of the sea

otters' range in California by relocation only

postpones the real issue: whether or not to allow

uncontrolled expansion, or begin harvesting the

animals to protect shellfish fisheries. Discussion

should center on the economic importance of the

resources in relation to the cost of protecting them .

In addition, there is a question as to the degree to

which sea otters enhance and stabilize kelp forest

communities in California. It is possible that

commercially and recreationally important fish

populations that dwell in kelp regions may become
more abundant in communities dominated by sea

otters. The continued reestablishment of the

animals' former range also would have beneficial

effects on the harvest of kelp, a major industry in

California.

Management decisions in California need to

be based on biological criteria as well as

socio-economic concerns. In essence, sea otters,

like humans, are top carnivores, who profoundly
affect the communities in which they live. Unlike

otters though, we have the ability to control the

extent of our impact on the environment.

Daniel Costa is a research physiologist in the Physiological
Research Laboratory at the Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, University of California, San Diego.
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The Tuna/Porpoise Problem

A spinner porpoise with a school ofyellowfin tuna. (Photo by Bill High, NMFS)

by Karen Pryor and Kenneth S. Morris

orpoises dying in the nets of American tuna

fishermen has become a widely publicized
environmental issue over the last few years. The

issue, which fortunately has progressed toward a

resolution, has aroused considerable public

emotion, based not only on human

misunderstandings, but on misconceptions

regarding the behavior of the animals involved. In

order to solve the problem, however, there must be

a greater understanding of both tuna and porpoise
behavior. This article will deal with aspects of the

latter.

Fishing History

Fishermen have long known that large yellowfin

tuna travel beneath schools of porpoise in the

tropical Eastern Pacific. At first bait boats, equipped
with hook and line, were used; tuna were
sometimes located far offshore by spotting

porpoises in the waters where the association was

known to occur. After large purse seines came into

use for catching small "school-fish" tuna,

fishermen discovered that porpoises could be

herded into nets, and that the valuable adult



yellowfin tuna, remaining beneath the porpoises,
could be caught far more efficiently than by hook
and line.

Unlike the familiar bottlenose porpoise, the

pelagic spotted and spinner porpoises (genus
Stenella) involved in the fishery are not good at

avoiding barriers, and easily become entangled in

nets. At first, many of the encircled porpoises were

entangled or suffocated when the nets were drawn
in. By the early 1960s, the fishermen had devised a

method for releasing porpoises from the nets a

maneuver called "backing down" (Figure 1). Along
about the same time, Joe and Harold Medina of San

Diego, both fishing boat captains, developed a gear

improvement; a panel of smaller-meshed net in the

backdown area that reduced the porpoise's chance
of getting a flipper or a long, thin rostrum (snout)

caught in the webbing as he left.

By 1971 , government data compiled from a

small sample of boats showed that nearly a third of

the encircled porpoises were killed. An average of

3.8 porpoises were killed for each ton of tuna
landed. Extrapolated across the entire fleet, these

data gave a mortality estimate for 1971 of 310,000
animals. Through federal regulation, increased

efforts on the part of individual captains and crews,
and research into net design and deployment
systems, a considerable reduction in mortality has

been effected in recent years.

By 1976, the percentage of mortality in all

porpoises encircled had dropped from 31 .9 percent
to less than 2 percent, and the rate of kill per ton of

tuna landed was a quarter of what it had been (0.9

porpoises per ton instead of 3.8). This was still by no
means a satisfactory state of affairs. The creation of

the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 made it

illegal to harm any marine mammal. And the

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) estimated

that, given the number of boats fishing and the

average number of sets made during each voyage
involving porpoises, the total mortality for the

animal in the American tuna fishery for 1976 may
have been 104,000 individuals.

The NMFS undertook population studies to

estimate what effect this mortality was having on the

affected stocks or races of porpoises, some of which
live on the tuna grounds. Neither of the principal

species of porpoise involved were actually

endangered, si nee both are abundant in many other

areas of the Pacific. It was deemed vital, however,
that the populations involved be protected from
further depletion.

It is extremely difficult to obtain an adequate
population count, since the porpoises are spread
out over such a large area. But attempts were made
(and research efforts are continuing) to evaluate the

separate breeding populations of the species
involved, and then to set quotas permitting the

stocks to multiply rather than decline.

Figure 7. The "backing
down" maneuver. The
tuna boat backs up after

the net is pursed and the

strain of the water against
the net causes the trailing

edge of the net to

submerge and be pulled
out from under the

porpoise while retaining
the tuna. This drawing
illustrates a super-apron

type of net. (Courtesy
NMFS, Southwest
Fisheries Center, La lolla,

California)

Although fishermen were not sure that

porpoise mortality could be substantially reduced
below the 1976 levels, a culmination of events

during 1976 (including new net modifications,
increased motivation and communication within

the fleet, and research on porpoise behavior at sea)

resulted in major improvements. Despite 1977

quotas of 56,000 animals, the total mortality was

28,000 individuals. This figure was much more
accurate than those of previous years, since it was
based to a large extent on an actual count taken by

government observers aboard almost every boat in

the fleet, rather than an estimate extrapolated from
observations of 15 percent of the fleet. Though the

fleet remained in port part of the year due to legal
and political conflicts, the lowered mortality rate

was not due primarily to a reduction in fishing 85

percent of the usual catch was brought in. The rate

of mortality was again reduced by two thirds; from
0.9 to 0.26 animals killed per ton.

There are estimated to be a total of eight
million porpoises in the affected population. A

mortality of 28,000, divided among various stocks

according to government regulations, meets the

"disadvantage test," since all stocks are assumed to

be able to increase their numbers despite this

fishing pressure. The government quotas for this

year and the next two are higher than this figure:

1978, 51 ,945; 1979, 41 ,610; and 1980, 31 ,150. These

figures allow for an estimated take above the quotas
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by the ever-growing foreign fleet, without reaching

disadvantageous levels. Yet it is apparent to all

concerned that further reductions are desirable,

and for political and moral reasons even necessary.
The law, in fact, requires that the kill be reduced to

"insignificant levels approaching zero."

The Tuna/Porpoise Bond

As previously mentioned, adult yellowfin tuna,

Thunnus albicares, often swim in close association

with the Pacific spotted porpoise, Stenella attenuata

(called "spotters"), and the spinner porpoise,
Stenella longirostris (and sometimes with the rather

similar common dolphin, Delphinus delphis). The
association occurs in the Eastern Pacific over an area

of millions of square miles, a thousand miles or

more west of Central and South America. Itisavast,

shallow habitat; though the water is deep, the

15-degree Celsius thermocline that marks the

bottom of the preferred temperature for yellowfin
tuna is close to the surface (on the average, 200

meters or less) throughout much of the area.

Food is concentrated in scattered schools.

Generally, spotters feed on squid and small fish

during the day that are located in surface waters,

preferring prey measuring about 50 centimeters in

length. Spinners feed on squid, myctophid fishes,

and other species found in deeper waters. They
prefer much smaller prey, and usually feed at night.

The yellowfin tuna are eclectic feeders,

eating pelagic portunid crabs and other species

unpalatable to porpoises, as well as what porpoises
eat. Joint tuna/porpoise feeding swarms have often

been observed by fishermen. It seems probable that

the tuna seek out and associate with the porpoises
to take advantage of their superior food-finding

ability. The tuna are much swifter swimmers,

perhaps achieving speeds of more than 40 knots, as

compared to 21 .5 knots for spotters. The porpoises

probably could not evade the tuna even if they
wanted to. It may be that tuna offer porpoises some

protection, in that predators (primarily sharks)

com ing from below would have to pass through the

tuna before reaching the porpoises.
The tuna/porpoise association is not

continuous. Examination of catch records related to

time of day suggests that the tuna may leave or lose

sight of the porpoises at night, and rejoin them
when and if they find a school of porpoises during

daylight hours. The porpoises usually occupy the

top 20 meters or so of water, and the tuna travel

below them, sometimes ahead, sometimes behind.

Stenella schools can range from 50 animals to

several hundred (the usual amount) and schools

may aggregate into groups of many thousands.

Spotters and spinners sometimes travel together,

accompanied not only by tuna but also by pilot

whales, bottlenose porpoises, marlin, sharks, and

several species of seabirds.
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Figure 2. A modern purse
seiner, the John F. Kennedy,
beginning a set around a

school of tuna. (Photo by
Bill High, NMFS)

The Fishing Method

It is the tuna's fidelity to the porpoise that enables

the fishermen to use porpoise to catch tuna.

Porpoises can be easily spotted, since they are

almost always near the surface. The porpoise's top

speed can only be maintained for brief sprints; a

fleeing school travels at about 12 knots, slowing as

the younger members tire; a reasonably fast boat

can keep up with them.
The porpoises can sound, or dive out of

sight, but they cannot stay down for more than

about five minutes, nor run far enough to be out of

sight when they surface again. Using small

speedboats, the skipper turns the school, herds it

into a milling group (with the tuna still below) and
sets his net around both tuna and porpoises

(Figure 2).

The net on a modern tuna vessel may be

nearly a mile long and 200 meters deep. Once it is

set, the porpoises generally remain more or less

stationary in the middle, while the tuna constantly
move back and forth and up and down; rarely,

however, going deep enough to pass beneath the

net. The next step is to "purse" the seine, which is

accomplished by rapidly tightening a steel cable

that runsth rough rings onthe lower edge of the net.

The animals are now enclosed in a

bowl-shaped net. Some of the net is then winched
aboard so that the size of the bowl is reduced to

manageable proportions, perhaps half of its original
diameter. The vessel is then backed through the

water, drawing the net into a long oval the

backing down maneuver. Finally, the float-provided

top edge of the net (the corkline) is pulled beneath
the water at the far end of the oval, providing an

open passage over the top of the net into the ocean.
Most of the porpoises leave the net at this

point; those who are confused or fail to go out tend

to "raft" or gather together, floating vertically at the

surface (Figure 3). The net is then pulled out from
under these animals. The tuna meanwhile tend to

patrol back and forth in the net. When they swim up
the channel to the backdown area before all the

porpoises are released, the boat temporarily stops
to allow the corkline to pop to the surface until the

tuna turn around and leave again. Unlike the

porpoises, the tuna will instantly take advantage of

the opening provided by the backdown maneuver,
and many tons may be lost in a matter of minutes.

When all the porpoises have been released,

the ship stops, again allowing the corkline to pop to

the surface, and the rest of the net is brought
aboard. Then the tuna are lifted from the net sack,

and transferred to the refrigerated hold.

Behavioral Causes of Porpoise Mortality

A set of the net as just described, in which nothing
untoward occurs and no porpoises are injured or

killed, was once a rarity. Now it constitutes the

norm. Even on a well-run set, however, some

porpoises may drown (or more accurately,

suffocate, since they rarely open their blowholes

underwater) after becoming entangled in the net.

Entanglement is often a by-product of the

behavioral tendencies of the porpoises themselves.

There is a public mystique about the

intelligenceof porpoises, established at least in part

by the anthropomorphized exploits of Flipper on
television. This notion holds that the familiar

Atlantic bottlenose porpoises are remarkably

intelligent and all other species are assumed to be

so, too. In fact, of course, the open ocean Stenella

species (approximately half the size of the

bottlenose) are behaviorally very different.

High-strung, active and nervous, Stenella have

difficulty adapting to captivity, in contrast to the

bottlenose. (A number of spotters and spinners
have been kept in captivity in Hawaii, but only with

much effort and practice.) Faced with danger or the

unfamiliar, forward flight is their immediate and

principal response. Coastal bottlenose porpoises



Figure 3. Captured spotted porpoise, hanging docilely in the net. This is the behavior called rafting.

can wriggle their way safely through mangrove
swamps and tidal flats. Spotters and spinners
cannot maneuver in tight quarters; to turn, they
must use their whole bodies.

for Stenella, backing up is physically difficult

and psychologically inconceivable. Thus a Stenella

who pokes his rostrum in to a mesh hole in the net is

doomed, unless hand-rescued or accidentally

jostled free; he cannot back up the necessary six

inches to save himself, nor does he comprehend
enough of his situation to try. He can only continue

to swim forward.

Behaviorally maladapted to obstacles,

spotters and spinners that find themselves in an

area where the net has canopied (bulged outward

forming a roof of netting at the surface) also are

likely to be lost. There may be plenty of swimming
room and turning space under the canopy; but to

turn around and look for open water surface is not

in theSfene//a behavioral lexicon, and so

individuals tend to fight upward against the netting
for air until exhausted.

Mortality might also occur if the animals

become entangled in vertical folds of loose

webbing. The netting sometimes buckles at the

stern of the vessel during pursing. Occasionally, a

group of animals may head into bulging netting at

the stern (called a "stern bend") as if it were open
water. They may be joined by other portions of the

school, leading to a "disaster set" in which more
than 20 animals are lost. Should a stern bend begin
to form, skippers now usually keep one speedboat
actively circling in the area to help the porpoises
avoid the hazard. Aside from entanglement, there is

little opportunity for injury in the nets.

Occasionally, however, porpoises are attacked by
sharks, either inside or outside the net.

Sometimes a few animals remain hidden in

the net when the rest of the school has been safely

released; failure to spot them may result in their

death. Once the net is brought on board, and the

back-down opening is closed, releasing porpoises

by hand is extremely difficult.

Some Workable and Unworkable Solutions

Some ideas for reducing porpoise mortality crop up
again and again, putforth by members of the public
unaware of the nature of Stenella porpoises: for

example, why not train them to leap over the net?

Training, of course, is not feasible while fishing; in

any case, Stenella show a strong disinclination to

leap barriers. It is singularly difficult to teach a

spinner or spotter porpoise to leap over a hurdle in

captivity, even though they are splendid jumpers.

Why not drive the porpoises out of the net

with killer whale sounds? As we have seen,
motivation to leave the net is already adequate, and

the porpoises will go out quietly when they find an

opening. Increasing their fear is hardly desirable;

when researchers tried broadcasting killer whale

sounds underwater, many porpoises panicked and

blundered into the hazardous four-inch mesh

webbing that they normally would have avoided.

How about using porpoise sounds to lure

animals out of the net? So far, Stenella in the net

have shown no reaction to taped porpoise sounds
of any sort. ("How much reaction," one porpoise
trainer says, "do you show to pleasant playground
noises when you are waiting in the dentist's

office?") And, finally how about using trained
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porpoises to show the wild ones how to get out of

the net? As we have seen, finding the way out of the

net is not the problem; in any case (aside from the

practically insuperable logistic problems) porpoises
do not follow leaders; and all porpoises (spotters

especially) may ignore, avoid, or be openly hostile

to strangers, even of their own species.

However, there have been many practical
research contributions to the problem. The most

important has been the joint effort on gear research

over the years by the NMFS and the tuna fishery.

This has resulted in a series of improvements in the

backdown area of the net, and in an understanding
of why some nets work and others do not. The

present net design required by federal

regulations and in use also on some foreign boats-
includes a panel of fine-meshed (1 V* inches)

webbing, that spills out at the backdown area like

the lip of a pitcher, forming a horizontal channel

over which the porpoises pass to be released. The

slanting or horizontal area of webbing tends to

guide porpoises toward the opening, whereas a

vertical barrier of sunken net, even with open water

above it, may confuse animals or turn them back.

The depth and width of the area that is made of

fine-mesh webbing has been extended on many
boats, to prevent porpoises on the fringes of the

school from blundering into the four-inch mesh

parts of the net where entanglement can occur.

Furthermore, technicians have learned that

the net must be hung correctly from the corkline, so

that folds and canopies in the backdown area do not

occur. Nets must be marked with special floats so

that the skipper can tell exactly where his backdown
is going to take place, lessening the possibility of

the corkline sinking in which case the animals

might try to go out over a part of the net not

protected by fine-mesh webbing. Getting the net to

set correctly is called "fine-tuning." A fine-tuned

net in the hands of a ski I led captain and crew may be
set around school after school of porpoise and tuna

without the loss of a single porpoise.
The safety records of some vessels that lost

animals before backdown when the porpoises

panicked and plunged into four-inch webbing-
was greatly improved by adding one or more strips

of webbing to the entire net, increasing its depth
and thus increasing both the volume and the

surface area available to the porpoises after pu rsing.

Elimination of some of the causes of disaster sets

has been a large factor in mortality reduction in

1977-78. Most disaster sets are a result of mechanical

failureormalfunction. Correction isa slow business

of tackling one engineering problem after another.

One way to reduce losses cropped up on a

research cruise in 1976. Sometimes dead animals

turned up in the net despite the fact that the whole
school appeared to have been released safely.

Porpoises in captivity occasionally react to

frustration by holding their breath and sinking to

the floor of the tank for a few minutes before

returning to the surface. During backdown on some
sets of the 1976 cruise, animals lying in the webbing
of the backdown channel exhibited similar sinking
or passive behavior. Such animals may easily be

overlooked or thought already dead. To overcome
this problem, a solution was devised whereby a man
would be stationed in the backdown area with a

scuba face mask. When backdown seems to have

been completed, he looks and listens underwater

for passive animals, alerting the skipper to continue

the procedure until all porpoises come up for air

and can be released. Although it is difficult to

estimate how many animals have been saved by this

technique, tuna industry officials think that it

substantially contributed to reduction of

post-backdown losses in 1977 and 1978.

We also should not overlook the

contribution the porpoises themselves have made
to mortality reduction. Limited as they are by their

pelagic natures, spinners and spotters are

nevertheless quite capable of learning from

experience. To the behaviorist watching animals in

a set, it is evident that they have been through the

experience before, and have learned what to do.

They rest more or less in the center of the net with

apparent calmness during pursing. As the

breakdown procedure continues, they crowd up

against the net, as if waiting for the corkline to sink.

Someanimals may even slitherorscrambleoverthe

corkline before it is totally under the surface. Thus

by their own behavior the porpoises minimize

hazards. Fishermen call these educated animals

"Sea World Porpoises."
Other learned behavior may be evinced

during the chase. The authors have observed

groups of porpoises "hiding," hanging motionless

just under the surface of the water, exposing only
their blowhole in order to breathe. In choppy water

this can be very effective. Some animals are aware

that the ship must set its net to the port side, and will

race to get across the bow to starboard; if they

succeed, they leap away from the ship at a brisk

pace, slowingdown some distance away, indicating

an awareness that they are no longer under pursuit.

Others have learned to go under the noisy

speedboats, or the bubbling wake of the ship,

instead of turning away from these obstacles. In

coastal areas, spotter porpoises have become so

skilled at avoiding pursuit that they have been

nicknamed "the untouchables."

None of these improvements would be of

any use, however, were it not for the skill and

motivation of the best fishermen, who have tried to

save as many porpoises as possible. There is an

economic advantage for releasing every porpoise,
since even a tew dead animals can cause significant

and sometimes crucial losses of time. Research

results and the success of certain vessels over the

last 18 months have been convincing



demonstrations that there are ways to reduce

porpoise mortality even further, and the fleet is

adopting these improvements in technique and

gear.
Peer pressure on poor performers is

common, and occurs formally through the Expert

Skipper's Panel, which reviews Government
Observer records for each boat and advises those

who are having problems. The fishing fleet is very

competitive, and low mortality records in the last

two years have become a matter not only of

legislated necessity and of practical advantage, but

of increased self-esteem.

What Next?

National Marine Fisheries Service figures for early

1978 indicate that the fleet is continuing to show

improvement. The kill per ton is down again, from

1977's 0.26 to a new low of 0.15. Is this enough? Is it

ever going to be enough? That depends on who is

asking the question. Let us suppose that by

achieving nearly perfect records on every set, the

fleet was able to reduce its kill to 10,000 animals a

year. To the population dynamicist, this is a

permissable number. Apparently, even two or three

times that number would not harm the populations,
but in fact would allow them to increase back to an

approximation of original levels. Even the

environmentalistmightseeaquota level permitting
the population to rebound as an adequate
compromise. To an animal protectionist, however,
whose concern is primarily for the survival of

individuals of particular species, 10,000 is too many,
10 may be too many, and there may be no possible
solution save to discontinue the fishery. The issue

therefore perhaps no longer a major ecological

problem may continue to be debated on
emotional grounds.

Throughout 1978, the tuna processing and

fishing industries will provide funds and a vessel, in

cooperation with government agencies, for at-sea

research. Means are being tested to corral and
release porpoises before backdown. Behavioral

observations, school composition studies,

population and distribution studies, gear

improvement research and other programs are

presently underway. Some benefits extraneous to

the problem will no doubt come from this research.

Thousands of porpoise specimens have been

measured, dissected, computerized, and

compared, so that we now probably know more
aboutStene//a biology, physiology, and systematics
than about any other small cetacean. A massive

air-sea survey undertaken in 1977 has given us more
simultaneous information about porpoise
distribution than we have ever had before for any
species. A trained cadre of more than 80

government observers (young biologists at sea

nearly year round on tuna vessels, who have been

taught the difficult art of the field identification of

cetacean species) are recording sightings, giving
scientists an unprecedented look at populations
and distribution of all cetacean fauna, including a

number of nearly unknown species, over a large
area.

New fishing grounds are being investigated
and canneries are being established in the Western

Pacific, where the tuna do not associate with

porpoises. Finally, experiments are underway
seeking alternative methods of attracting and

holding adult yellowfin tuna. While this work is at

best speculative, promising approaches such as

scent attractants and floating aggregating devices-
will be under study this year, and for the next three

years at least. As long as fishing continues, the

opportunity will exist for research that might lead to

making fishing on porpoise unnecessary.

Karen Pryor, biologist and former porpoise trainer, is the

author of Lads Before the Wind, a book on her training
activities in Hawaii. She also is a National Marine Fisheries

Service researcher, and consultant to both the U.S.

government and tuna industry on porpoise behavior.

Kenneth S. Norris, author of The Porpoise Watcher, ;'s

Professor of Natural History at the University of California

at Santa Cruz. He also is Chairman of the Environmental

Studies Board at that university as well as Deputy Director

of the Center for Coastal Marine Studies.



A mass stranding ofpilot whales in Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland, September 29, 7975. More than 200 whales

stranded; 125 died, with the remainder moving out to sea on the next tide. The whales appeared to be inshore feeding
on squid fora few days prior to the stranding. But of 12 animals examined, only one had squid beaks in its stomach and
the amount was negligible.

.



by Joseph R. Geraci

It is not known why they sometimes run aground on
the seashore; for it is asserted that this happens rather

frequently when the fancy takes them and without any

apparent reason.

Aristotle

I he reasons why marine mammals become
stranded either singly or in large groups of 200 to 300

or more are as bewildering now as they were when
Aristotle recorded such events more than 2,000

years ago. Some current theories take into account

common denominators, such as sites of repeated

strandings, shoreline configuration, and the social

behavior of the species that come ashore (Figure 1).

Other theories have a less solid foundation, some

bordering on mysticism.

Strandings, or beachings as they are

sometimes called, can be classified as single or

solitary, and multiple. The latter refers to two or

more animals (excluding parent-infant

combinations) coming ashore at the same time and

place. As the number of animals increases, the term

mass stranding is used. It should be noted,

however, that any marine mammal whether it is a

whale, seal, or otter can strand individually,

whereas only a few species of cetaceans (whales,

dolphins, and porpoises) strand as a group. The

term stranding also should apply only to those

animals who come ashore alive. This distinction,

however, is difficult to uphold, because few

strandings are observed and most specimens are

recovered dead.

Single Strandings

Single strandings occur worldwide and on diverse

shore configurations. Depending on the species,
there may or may not be a seasonal pattern, such as

there is with pinnipeds, the group including seals,

sea lions, and walruses. For example, duringthe

spring and early summer nursing seasons, some

young seals are barely able to falter ashore as weak,

malnourished orphans. They sometimes wander

prematurely from their sheltered rookeries
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Figure 1. This sketch includes many of the suggested causes of mass strandings: a gently sloping beach; errant echo

signals (left foreground); inshore feeding behavior; chase or harassment (shark); following ancient migratory routes

(right foreground); unusual underwater noises (exploding mine); pollution (tanker discharging); storm conditions.

(Sketch by Valerie Manos, Guelph, Canada)

(breeding grounds), or are abandoned by naive or

unwilling mothers. Their blubber layers, formed for

protection against the cold, are soon resorbed in

the absence of food, and the pups come ashore,
unable or unwilling to venture back to sea. Not all of

the starving pups reach shore alive. Many die at sea,

becoming part of the nutrient cycle. Occasionally, a

carcass drifts onto a remote beach before the

process is complete. While some of the stronger

pups manage to survive, they may be rendered

helpless later by disease and parasites, eventually

stranding.
In a recent survey in New England of 108

stranded harbor seals under the age of a year, we

found 28 percent had respiratory tract infections

caused by large nematode (roundworm) parasites,

Otostrongylus circumlitus (Figure 2). These worms

(their girth is equal to that of lead in a pencil)

partially block the trachea and bronchi, leading to

pneumonia. Thirty-eight percent of the seals,

including most of those with lungworms, also had

heartworms, Dipetalonema spirocauda (Figure 3).

This parasite is distantly related to the heartworm in

dogs, and causes similar circulatory distress. Lice,

Echinophthirius horhdus, which are rarely found in

healthy seals, seem to flourish on the weakened

pups, sometimes covering the whole head area with

their drab, unsightly forms.



Figure 2. Parasitic nematodes (roundworms) in the trachea

and bronchi ofa stranded harborporpoise. As many as four

species of worms can infect a single animal. Most

single-stranded harbor porpoises have this condition,

which, in the extreme, leads to pneumonia andpossibly to

stranding.

The most common pinniped resident along
the shores of California, Oregon, and Washington
is the California sea lion,Za/op/7us californianus.

Their stranding pattern resembles that of the harbor
seals along the East Coast. Sea lion pups are born in

May and juneon islands off southern Californiaand
Mexico. During the following nursing period (3 to 6

months), the pups make brief excursions in the
waters around the rookeries, refining their

swimming and food gathering skills. They eat

opaleye, Girella nigricans, a small fish that serves as

an intermediate host in the transmission of

lungworms, Parafilaroides decorus. Unlike the

lungworm of harbor seals, which seems to occlude
the respiratory passages by its mere presence, the

miniscule Parafilaroides induce the cells that line

the trachea and bronchi to secrete such large
amounts of mucus that the pups have difficulty

breathing; many die of asphyxiation. Parafilaroides

is a major cause of strand ing among young sea lions

along the California coast.

Older pinnipeds strand less frequently and
for reasons different from those of pups and

juveniles. The natural processes of aging, disease,
and encounters with predators are continually

culling a small percentage of the population, with
some dying close enough to land to be washed
ashore.

Generally, the number and kinds of

pinnipeds that strand along any coastline is simply a

reflection of the species residing there, though
there are exceptions. In the spring of 1977, a young
hooded seal, Cystophora cristata, wandered from
its subarctic ice sanctuary in northern Canada and,
after a difficult journey, crawled feebly onto shore
at Cape Cod (it now resides at Sealand of Cape Cod
in Brewster, Massachusetts). Usually, only resident
harbor seals and an occasional gray seal,

Halichoerus grypus, from the Canadian maritime

provinces strand along the New England coast.

Since 1974, some 190 beached harbor seals have
been examined at the New England Aquarium as

part of a New England-wide stranding research

program. During the same period, more than 500
live pinnipeds were recovered along the coast of

California, Oregon, and Washington.

Figure 3. Heartworm parasite, Dipetalonema spirocauda,
in the right ventricle of the heart of a stranded harbor seal.

Thirty-eight percent of stranded harbor seals in a four-year
study along the New England coast had this condition.

Though we are uncertain of the effects of these worms on
seals, a similar condition in dogs leads to circulatory
distress and heart failure.

Cetaceans are the largest and certainly the

most popular group of marine mammals. Since

1913, when the British Museum (Natural History)
first established stranding records, more than

10,000 whales, dolphins, and porpoises are known
to have come ashore worldwide. The actual

number, of course, is much greater, perhaps 10 or

20 fold. Nearly every species is represented by

single strandings. In fact, it is only through
strandings that we know of the existence of some
species. Shepherd's beaked whale, Tasmacetus

shepherdi, is an example. There has been no
confirmed sigh ting of a living specimen. However in

1975, Dr. James Mead of the Smithsonian Institution

and Dr. Roger Payne of the New York Zoological

Society were able to reconstruct the features of this

relatively small whale by piecing together data from
a few stranding records with that from a partially

decomposed specimen that they discovered on an

isolated beach in Argentina. And the existence of

Gervais' beaked whale, Mesoplodon europaeus,
was unknown until one was found adrift in the

English Channel more than a century ago.
The answer to the cetacean stranding

question is complex. In its simplest form, it can be
said that some individuals, especially the offshore

species unfamiliar with the coastline, become
grounded in shallow water while feeding, during
coastal migration, exploring, or straying too close to

shore. On Cape Cod, Wellfleet Harbor is the setting
for many such occurrences. There, whales and

dolphins lie amongthe many turtles, sharks, squid,
fishes (and boats) that get trapped on the outgoing
tide.

So much for explanations that accord
cetaceans a fate little more elegant than that of

flotsam. What about the more intriguing theories

that incorporate an element of intent on the part of

the animal? Some observers have called stranding
an act of suicide. When dolphins come ashore alive,

some thrust themselves onto the beach as though
chased or compelled in some way and, when
returned to deep water, they restrand either in the

same location or nearby. More often, solitary

dolphins and whales seem to blunder close to shore
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in a slow, deliberate attempt to beach themselves.

Many are, or at least appear to be, weak; they offer

little or no resistance to handling. The smaller ones

can be nudged gently but ineffectively back to sea.

There seems to be a pattern emerging in the

study of single strandings of dolphins. Drs. Sam H.

Ridgway and M. Dailey (1972) showed that members
of thegenusDe/ph/nus stranding along the coast of

southern California had massive brain damage
caused by parasitic trematodes. These long, thin,

flat worms normally live in the head sinuses, where

they gain access to the brain, forming destructive

burrowing tracts in which they lay hundreds of tiny,

triangularly shaped eggs. When removed to captive

facilities, these dolphins with brain damage are

uncoordinated, unable to swim effectively, and

usually die within days or weeks. I observed the

samecondition i none of four Delphinus specimens
examined alongthe New England coast. A similar

brain lesion (but without evidence of parasites) was

observed in an Atlantic white-sided dolphin,

Lagenorhynchusacutus, rescued from Wellfleet

Harbor and maintained at Sealand for nearly two
months before it died. The dolphin was actually

trained to perform simple behaviors, but swam with

an unusual distortion of the torso and tail. In

retrospect, the animal did surprisingly well

considering the severe brain damage.
A convincing argument can be made that

brain injuries lead to disorientation in the animals

and subsequent stranding. Disease appears

generally to be a common feature in many single-

stranded cetaceans. The small, sprightly harbor

porpoise, Phocoena phocoena, is the most
common inshore variety along the New England
coast. It is represented by more solitary strandings
than any other cetacean. In a 1973-1976 survey of 25

porpoises, only five of whom were recovered alive,

15 specimens had serious lungworm infections

caused by four species of nematode parasites. The

worms lodge in the major airways, destroy lung

tissue, and establish a suitable environment for

invasion by bacteria. In two porpoises, the worms
had moved through the lung tissue into the heart

and pulmonary arteries, in one case leading to

valvular endocarditis (infection of the valves and

inner lining of the heart). Sixteen of 19 porpoise
livers and pancreases examined had infections

caused by the invasion of parasitic trematodes,

Campulaoblonga, which live in the bile ducts of the

liver, where the continuing processes of

destruction and repair ultimately lead to the

formation of thick, tough bands of scar tissue.

These worms also are found in the pancreatic due Is,

where tissue destruction is a more serious problem.
I have observed porpoises in which nearly the entire

pancreas has been replaced by a firm knot of scar

tissue. Terrestrial animals with similar problems
require supportive therapy to survive; it is doubtful

that porpoises have any greater capacity to cope

with such infections. The combination of lung and

pancreatic disease appears serious enough to affect

the survivability of the porpoises. A question that

will take years to resolve is whetherthe parasites are

primary contributors to disease, or whether they
become critically established after an animal is

weakened by malnutrition or some other serious

condition.

Judging from our studies to date and from the

scant literature on the subject, solitary-stranded
inshore specimens are generally unhealthy. A

comparison with offshore species is difficult to

make becauseof thegenerally poorcondition of the

carcasses but, in our study of 33 specimens,

representing 11 offshore species of cetaceans, only
three animals had recognizable evidence of

disease. This apparent bias supports the results of a

recent analysis of 1 ,078 cetacean stranding records

conducted by Dr. Mead. He found that all of the

species with a high incidence of live strand ings were

offshore varieties, whereas the two most abundant
inshore species, the bottlenose porpoise and the

harbor porpoise, had extremely low incidences of

live strandings. This, he said,

is consistent with the viewpoint .... that one would

only expect to find stray individuals of offshore

species, which are likely to wander onto the beach

and be found while still alive. The very low incidence

of live strandings of inshore species suggests that

these are generally more capable of avoiding the

beach while alive (because of their familiarity with the

shoreline), even though they may be terminally ill or

injured.

If this trend continues, we may one day look

at stranded inshore cetaceans as we do pinnipeds.
But pinnipeds are amphibious, and use land to

advantage, whereas cetaceans do not. Land means
death loan ailing dolphin. Why, then, do they come
ashore?

Mass Strandings

One of the most informative accounts of a mass

stranding is contained in a report by W. K. Fehring
and R. S. Wells. Early on the evening of August 19,

1971, three short-finned pilot whales, Clobicephala

macrorhynchus, came ashore in less than 3 feet of

water along a gently sloping beach in Sarasota,

Florida (Gulf Coast). Through the struggling efforts

of local residents, the whales were pushed into

deeper water and eventually rejoined a large herd

150 yards offshore. At about the same time, six other

whales from the herd beached less than a mile south

of the Sarasota site. They too were pushed off and

rejoined the herd, which slowly moved south,

parallel to the coastline. Shortly after dawn the

following day, 44 whales stranded, agai n on a gently

sloping beach, II miles south of the original site.

They were grouped into several pods of from three

to seven tightly clustered animals. A large crowd of

people gathered, some of whom made several



Local residents attempting to push pilot whales from beach near Sarasota, Florida, in 7977 stranding of large herd. (Photo
W.K. Fehring)

attempts to push the whales off, but the animals

immediately stranded again. Duringthese activities,

one whale gave birth to a stillborn. It was finally

decided to tether some of the larger animals to

boats anchored 400yards offshore. With a minimum
of assistance, the stranded herd then left the beach
and moved to a point 2 miles offshore. Later in the

day, an aquarium exhibitor entered the herd,

captured an immature animal, and towed it to

shore. The herd then followed slowly and

deliberately toward the beach. The whales spread
out as they struggled in shallow water, emitting
low-intensity whistles. Repeated attempts to return

them to sea failed. Finally, observers again tethered

the largest animals to boats anchored offshore.

There was a noticeable change in the behavior of the

remainder of the herd. After being pushed seaward,
each whale seemed less apt to return, although some
still did. Once the majority of the herd was off the

beach at the same time, the remainder joined them
and all headed diagonally away from the shore. The
herd moved slowly southward in three pods with the

two largest animals, still trailing tail ropes, leading
them about 50 yards to seaward.

A storm prevented further observations, but

five days later, 13 pilot whales stranded near the

Marquesas Keys, 20 miles west of Key West, and
more than 160 miles south-southeast of the original

stranding site. Among them was one of the large

whales (marked by rope burns around the tail) who
had decoyed the herd out on two occasions in the

Sarasota strandings. He was successfully returned

to deep water along with five others; the remaining
whales died on the beach.

Had the whales wandered ashore, or was
there an element of intent, suicide perhaps; were

they feeding in shallow water and simply ran

aground on the outgoing tide; were they harassed
or chased by a shark or prankster, or frightened by

strange underwater sounds; could they have been
misled by errant echo signals from an unfamiliar

shoreline, or disoriented by disease or by
disturbance in the social order; did they follow an

ailing leader to shore; were they travelling an
ancient migratory route used by their ancestors,

perhaps a land bridge now submerged; or had they
reverted to some primitive social behavior that led

their shore-dwelling ancestors to retreat to land

when faced with a menacing sea?

The rare but vivid account of the Sarasota

stranding by Fehring and Wells incorporates nearly
all of what we know about this puzzling
phenomenon. The pilot whale is a gregarious
offshore animal that moves in herds of several

hundred members. They account for nearly 70

percent of the 59 mass strandings along the eastern

seaboard. The remaining 17 strandings represent at

least 10 other odontocete (toothed whale) species,
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including the largest member, the sperm whale,

Physetercatodon. All live in social groups and most

are offshore species. Baleen whales, Mysticeti, are

not known to mass strand, though a century-old
record from Norway, if correct, might prove the

exception to the rule.

Fehring and Wells particularly noted that the

recurrent pilot whale stranding took place on

"gently shelving beaches," and during good
weather conditions, a tact that lends support to the

work of a Dutch scientist, Dr. W. Dudok van Heel,

regarding the possibility of physiographic and

meteorological influences on strandings. Gently

sloping beaches, he asserts, cause distortion of the

echo signal crucial to cetacean navigation, in the

same way that a gently sloping glass wall obstructs

the perception of a bat. The echoes might be further

distorted during storm conditions when air is mixed
with water, and sand, swept up from the bottom, is

brought into suspension. Offshore species,
unfamiliar with coastal contours, might
misinterpret the "false" signals and run aground.

Recent studies, however, have shown that

this basic premise is probably not justified. Gently

sloping shorelines do not result in confusion of

echolocation signals, and suspended particles offer

no impediment to the transmission of underwater

sound. In addition, Dudok van Heel's theory

presumes that all mass-stranded toothed whales

have sophisticated echo-ranging capability; this has

not been established. Echo-disruption also does not

account for the animals' persistence in coming
ashore. Once in, however, the assertion holds true.

Virtually all mass strandings occuron gently sloping
beaches, some during severe weather conditions.

Yet it can be argued that no other physical

configurations would be suitable for strandings
-

certainly not fjords, or sheer rock faces, or any other

barrier, however small. In other words, whales do
not strand where they cannot strand. Calm weather
and water conditions, as in the Sarasota event, are

associated with enough strandings to temper the

"storm" theory. Nevertheless, observations on
stranded sperm whales in New Zealand, pilot
whales in the West Indies, and white-sided dolphins
in Ireland hint of a possible meteorological
influence, at least in some instances.

The Sarasota whales may have stranded in

panic or deliberately to avoid predators or human
harassment. Shark-dolphin encounters are well

documented. Contrary to popular belief, available

evidence suggests that sharks are more likely to be
the aggressors and, for that matter, the victors.

Killer whales also are voracious predators from

which a herd of dolphins or whales might have just

cause to flee. Even the massive sperm whale falters

under their organized attack. A pod of whales also is

no match for the whimsical antics of a determined

boat jockey.

Shore-based pilot whale fisheries, active

until just a few years ago on both sides of the

Atlantic, took advantage of the group behavior of

the species to drive them ashore in large schools.

Yet most observers agree that the effort was far from

simple. Sometimes it required a chorus of

screaming townsfolk in dories, clanging pots and

pans and exploding fireworks. In May of 1844, notes

O'Riordan (1975), "a large shoal of whales entered

Bantry Bay, on the west coast of County Cork,

Ireland, and found their way to Glengarriff Harbour
a day later. All kinds of boats, weapons, and missiles

were requisitioned for an attack on the herd. An
estimated 300 whales were secured." In view of this,

it is difficult to imagine that a shark, boat, or lone

killer whale could have been responsible for the

Sarasota event. A large pod of killer whales could

conceivably have choreographed such a pursuit,
but not without being noticed.

It has been suggested, and the Sarasota

incident lends support to the possibility, that the

herd follows the lead animal, who may come ashore

because of illness. In the stranding, the herd

followed the large decoy whales out to sea

(presumably one was the leader), but they also

followed the calf caught by the aquarium personnel
back to shore again. This behavior could represent
an affirmation of cohesive social behavior rather

than loyalty to a wandering or dying sovereign. The
follow-the-leader theory also diminishes when one
considers strandings that take place over a

prolonged period of time, or over a wide stretch of

coastline. In December 1976, at least 117 pilot

whales stranded over 17 miles of beach on Sable

Island, Nova Scotia (Figure 4). Would they not have

followed a single leader in a more tightly clustered

group? A more basic question arises regarding the

identity of the "leader." Assuming each stranding
herd has one, is it the largest animal, the most
dominant male or female, or is there a continuing
shift in the social hierarchy?

Inshore feeding behavior has been regarded
as a possible influence in some mass strandings.
Hall and his colleagues (1971), in an investigation of

a pilot whale stranding in pyramid Cove on San

Clemente Island, California, noted that "the tide

was flooding on a gently sloping sandy beach"

(again the sloping beach), "there was almost no

wind or surf, and squid, a primary food of pilot

whales, were reported to be spawning in Pyramid
Cove at the time." Of a white-sided dolphin

stranding at Ventry Harbour, County Kerry, Ireland,

Gresson (1968) reported that "it is likely that the

dolphins followed the shoals (of herring) into the

bay. "Observers of a more recent and larger

stranding of the same species at Edmunds, Maine,

reported that for approximately five nights prior,

there had been inordinate numbersof small herring
in the cove. "One could dip herring with a bucket."

It almost makes sense. Pelagic animals come into
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Figure 4. One of the herd

of 777 pilot whales that

stranded on Sable Island,

Nova Scotia, December
23, 7976. Sable Island is a

common site for single
and mass strandings. In

this instance, the weight of

the whale could have

crushed the chest so that

the animal died within

hours (although some
whales, particularly large

ones, have been known to

live for up to 5 days on
sand beaches).

unfamiliar waters to feed, and, like single-stranded

cetaceans, they become grounded on the outgoing
tide. But Hall's group found only squid beaks in the

stomachs of several animals, and Gresson did not

look for, or at least did not report, food remains. In

the Maine stranding of white-sided dolphins, we
found that only 14 of 40 stomachs examined
contained food fragments (squid beaks, bits of

shellfish, and bones from smelt and silver hake).

There was no herring, no herring bones, nor was
there evidence of recent feeding. Total stomach
contents from the 40 specimens amounted to a

mere handful of food fragments, yet a dolphin

population of that size could easily have consumed

up to 600 pounds of fish. Perhaps they vomited

during their final struggle. But this was not noted by
observers, nor is it consistent with reports from the

small-whale fisheries of animals coming ashore with

full stomachs (Figure 5). It also is unlikely that the

dolphins digested the fish while stranding, since

mammals accord digestion lowpriority duringtimes
of stress. Like so many other explanations, the

theory of inshore feeding is weakening under the

pressure of accumulating facts. Fehring and Wells,

for example, careful to note every detail of the

Sarasota stranding, apparently found no evidence

of feeding behavior.

Recent attention has focused on the role of

disease in mass strand ings. Just a few months ago, a

friend brought a syndicated cartoon strip to my
attention: the scientist/author had laid bare the

answer to strandings (and his and our naive

acceptance of the fragmentary data) parasites

lodge in the middle ear, interfere with

echolocation, and the herd comes ashore. His skit

had two elements of truth: animals come ashore,

and many species have small roundworm parasites

cramming the head sinuses and middle ears (that

part of the hearing structure in which three small

bones transmit vibrations [in terrestrial mammals]

Figure 5. One of a large

pod of white-sided

dolphins that stranded at

Edmunds, Maine, in

September of 1974. This

species is one of the most

common to strand along
the New England coast.
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from the ear drum to the internal ear). Attempts to

tie the two together have been purely hypothetical,
and yet the tale has reached a wide audience and

gained acceptance among some who study

strandings.

After I related this story to a gathering of

colleagues, Dr. Marty Newman of the National

Marine Fisheries Service at Oxford, Maryland, sent

me an excerpt from the Logbook for Grace by R. C.

Murphy. The entry for Feb. 23, 1913, read: "Every
blackfish" (pilot whale) "head that I dissected in the

West Indies last summer had clusters of

roundworms in the ear passages. Most whales also

harbor these. . . ." This is one of the earliest

accounts of the widespread parasite we have come
to know as Stenurus.

First described under another name in 1829,

Stenurus was shuffled through the literature until

1955, when S. L. Delyamure, a Russian

parasitologist, first proposed its role in

echo-disruption. Crimean dolphin fishermen refer

to harbor porpoises as "deaf Azovka" (Azovka is the

regional name of the animal) because when they
use a sound-producing device to drive the animals

into net enclosures, the porpoises, unlike other

species, do not respond to the sound. On
examining a fairly large sample of harbor porpoises,

Delyamure found 100 percentof them hadStenurus
infections in the auditory organs.

Dr. F. C. Fraser, an eminent cetologist at the

British Museum, on noting the overwhelming
presence of these worms in stranded dolphins, was
the first to suggest (1966) that their ability to disrupt
"essential organs of hearing" might account for

some strandings.

However, in our study of the white-sided

dolphin stranding in Edmunds, Maine, we found
that Stenurus globicephalae first appears in late

weaned calves. By the time the dolphin reaches

maturity, as many as 3,300 worms, each measuring
up to 27 millimeters (the length of a common pin,
and a bit thicker) can be found densely clustered in

the head sinuses, eustachian tubes, and middleears

(Figure 6). They cause chronic, low-grade
inflammation of the mucus membranes and some
discomfort, no doubt, but neither of these

conditions would result in impaired hearing. Unlike

terrestrial mammals, hearing in cetaceans does not

depend on mobility of the tiny ossicular bones of

the middle ear. However, only a thin membrane
separates the middle ear from the vital inner ear,

and if Stenurus or some toxic excretion were to

penetrate the inner ear, hearing and equilibrium
could be seriously threatened. So far, Stenurus has

not been found in the inner ear, though probably

every adult harbor porpoise, pilot whale, and
white-sided dolphin that strands along the New
England coast, whether singly or in large groups, is

infected with it.

Figure 6. The tympanic bone (middle ear) of a white-sided

dolphin, showing the presence of worms, Stenurus

globicephalae, entwined around the smaller ossicular

bones. Stenurus has been cited as a cause of mass

strandings, through disruption of essential organs of

hearing, but there is no proof to this notion as yet.

Parasites are one of many agents of disease in

cetaceans that strand as a group, though there is still

no evidence linking any organism with the event.

The point is academic. Through disease studies we
are learning more about the day-to-day health

problems that sway the delicate balance between
life and death. The sea is not quite as pristine and
healthful as we make it out to be, at least not for

marine mammals. In our Maine mass stranding

dolphin study, we catalogued 17 diseases, 11

species of bacteria and 10 species of parasites in 57

animals. Some conditions were rather ordinary by
terrestrial standards; for example, warts, kidney
stones, and stomach ulcers. Others were

fascinating 12 percent had benign intestinal

tumors (leiomyomas); 88 percent of the mature
females had mastitis caused by Crassicauda, a large
nematode parasite that destroys milk-secreting
tissue; 25 percent of the dolphins had varying

degrees of arteriosclerosis (despite the fact that the

dietary fat is mostly polyunsaturated! ). All of the

adult females also had varying degrees of

hyperplasia (thickness due to an increased number
of cells) of the adrenal cortex, the organ principally

responsible for secreting cortisone and other

steroid hormones in response to stress. Oddly
enough, the left adrenal glands were more involved

than the right. The cause of the condition is

unknown, but it may be tied in with recurring

episodes of stress associated with reproductive

activity. In turn, it would seem that the dolphins
with more serious adrenal problems might have less

ability to withstand the everyday stresses of a

marine existence.

Our brief look at diseases has not brought us

much closer to solving the puzzle of strandings.
And the theory of suicide implying some

advantage, real or imagined, in taking one's own life

- does not hold with what we know of animal

behavior. The same reasoning can be used to



dismiss a 30-year-old notion that stranding whales

are tracing ancient migratory routes first

established by land-dwelling ancestors.

A New Hypothesis

Certainly, there are flaws in all the theories about

strandings that we have thus far examined. In

August 1977, during the first full-scale workshop on

marine mammal strandings held at the University of

Georgia, F. G. Wood, well known for his valuable

contributions to cetacean husbandry and behavior,

attempted to explain all the known facts. In his

words:

It is commonly accepted that cetaceans are

descended from land-living ancestors. At some time

intermediate ancestral forms must have been

amphibious, and during that time it was presumably

critically important for them to seek safety on land

when injured, afflicted with disease, attacked by

aquatic predators, or otherwise subjected to severe

stress. There is evidence that organisms under stress

may regress, or revert, to fundamental and primitive

behavior (e.g., eating, sleeping, sexual). In the case of

organisms with a highly developed central nervous

system, behavior under stress may be dominated by

responses associated with the primitive and very basic

motivations and emotions regulated by subcortical

systems, instead of following a more rational course

under control of the cerebral cortex. The basic drives

(hunger, thirst, sex, etc.) and emotions (anger, fear,

pleasure) are evolutionarily very conservative, i.e.,

resistant to change.
It is suggested that the requirement to seek safety on

land early in cetacean history became a response that

also was mediated by subcortical structures, that the

response manifests itself under conditions of stress,

of whatever nature, and has persisted to the present
time despite the fact that long ago it became

maladaptive. No other hypothesis appears to account

for as many of the known facts of stranding behavior.

The same arguments that were used against

the suicide theory will probably be raised against

this hypothesis. Wood recognizes that the trait is

maladaptive; a major point of contention. It is

self-destructive, and should have been whittled

from the gene pool long ago. In fact, one might

argue it was a reversal of this once beneficial trait

that made the transition from amphibious to purely

aquatic forms possible.
Wood's hypothesis is one of the few

concepts, however, that tries to explain the

apparent determination with which animals come
ashore. If this theory is not accepted, it will be

because, like the others, it lacks hard supporting
data, which would take years of costly effort to

procure.
One of the purposes of the Stranding

Workshop, sponsored by the U.S. Marine Mammal
Commission, was to create a nationwide

stranding/salvage program. In effect, the program
would ensure early recovery of debilitated animals,

and the gathering of biological data essential to

understanding the life history of the species. This

information, in turn, is necessary for establishing

sound management policies.
There are other benefits to these types of

studies; one example can be illustrated by a look

into the past. The first pilot whale to be displayed in

an aquarium was taken from a stranded herd nearly

30 years ago. Stranded specimens have since

provided opportunities to view and study animals

that otherwise would have been inaccessible.

Through studying diseases in strandings, we have

gained insights into the struggle for survival in a sea

that, despite all its charm, plays the gracious host to

every known pestilent organism. But even with

these insights, the nature of many cetacean

strandings and nearly all mass strandings still

remains obscure.

Joseph R. Geraci is an Associate Professor in the Wildlife

Diseases section of the Department of Pathology, Ontario

Veterinary College, Cuelph, Canada. He also is Research

Veterinarian at the New England Aquarium, Boston,

Massachusetts.
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Ihe scientist's understanding of the behavior and

movement of whale populations is limited by an

inability to recognize individual animals. Usually,

only a small part of the animal is visible at sea, and

then only when it is at the surface. Individuals
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within one pod, or even several neighboring pods
may all look alike. In fact, after hours of

observation, only occasionally is the whale watcher
certain that the same whales are being viewed. On a

recent expedition, for example, five whales were

observed for several hours, with no other whales

apparently in the vicinity their respiration, dive

times, behaviors, and interactions between
individuals were all carefully noted when

suddenly, there were six whales. We had to start all
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Figure 1. Humpback
whales are the easiest to

tell apart // there are

only a few, if they spend a

considerable amount of

time at the surface, and if

they display the underside

of their flukes when

diving. (Photo K. E. Moore)

over again. Had there been six whales from the

beginning? They all looked so much alike that we
were not sure.

Natural markings that clearly distinguish
individuals in a whale population are only

occasionally available. Some species have few, if

any. In others, the location of their markings makes
behavioral observation difficult. For example, the

head growth patterns on right whales can only be
seen from above, and the distinctive fluke patterns
on humpbacks are visible only from below or from
behind the whale (if flukes are lifted out of water).

When whales appear frequently at the

surface in good weather, the observer can often

detect slight variations in the animals such as fin

shape, nicks, or scars. These sometimes allow the

whale watcher to distinguish between individual

animals. If these variations can be photographed,
certain animals can be identified from month to

month or year to year, yielding important data on

migration routes, among other information. Killer

whale studies conducted in Puget Sound by
Kenneth Balcomb and others are good examples of

studies that were able to utilize such natural marks.

Pigmentation differences also are potentially

useful, when they can be seen. Unfortunately, the

usual weather and sea conditions, as well as the

whales' limited presence at the surface, make it

extremely hard to recognize individuals, except
under special conditions (Figure I).

How does one label or mark a whale at sea? A

variety of methods have been tried paint,
streamers, even flashing lights, and radio

transmitters but none have proved very
successful, except when tested over short

observation periods. We have stayed away from
acoustic tags for animals that react to the noise of

ships, and even to low-level pinger sounds, but use
of the whale's own sounds (see Oceanus, Spring
1977) has been more successful. The most

promising method for longerterm tracking is radio;

development of a useful radio whale tag appears
close at hand.

Radio tags have been used to track all kinds of

wildlife from pigeons to elephants and penguins.
Such a tag for whales should be a simple matter. All

one has to do is find a small radio with enough
power to broadcast through a wet, inefficient

antenna, provide enough batteries for several

months of operation, put it all into a case with

insulators that will withstand a few thousand meters

of water pressure, and . . . catch a whale. But radio

tagging of large whales at sea has proven to be very

complicated; only after many years of trying are we
on the verge of developing a tag that will work.

Ideally, a radio tag should provide an

identifying signal whenever the whale is at the

surface. The tag should be attachable from a

distance of tens of meters most whales are not

easily handled at sea and many cannot be

approached for attachment by hand. Ideally, the tag
should be designed so that it disturbs the whale as

little as possible, while providing behavorial

information over relatively long periods of time -

several months, at least.

Early Radio Whale Tags

The first efforts to develop a radio whale tag at the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution began in

1961 . A small transmitter was built and methods
were considered on how to attach it to right whales,
Eubalaena glacialis. Transistor circuitry had

developed to a point where high-frequency
oscillators could be made to fit into small pressure
cases, but the big problems (then, as now) were

locating battery supplies in small enough sizes, and

finding adequately efficient, rugged antennas.

During 1962, 1964, and 1965, a number of

radio tags were placed on right whales. Although



Figure 2. A 7965 radio tag (1.5x 75.5 centimeters). This tag
was used on right whales in Cape Cod Bay. Use of the tag
was limited because existing radio direction finders could

not home in on the very short signals produced from the

tag when a whale surfaced. (Photo K. E. Moore)

unable to track the animals, this provided us with a

good introduction to radio tagging. The best tag

(1965) was in a 1 .5 by 15.5-centimeter cylindrical
case with a wire antenna at one end and a barbed

point at the other (Figu re 2). The tag was attached by

dropping it from a heliocopter on a weighted pole
-the tag penetrated to the base of the antenna and

the pole was then released and pulled back. The
transmitter circuitry (140 megahertz at 1 milliwatt)

operated only when the antenna was clear of the

water surface.

While the attachment of the tags to the

whales was successful, tracking was frustrated by

damaged tags, competing radio-frequency noises,

and movement of the whales away from our area.

The main difficulty, however, was the lack of

adequate directional receiving gear. A very rapid
indication of direction was needed for the short

(2 seconds or less) signals that were transmitted

when the tag appeared at the surface.

During the next few years, small radio

beacons were developed for use in the recovery of

research instruments at sea. William E. Evans of

Hubbs-Sea World Research Center, San Diego,

adapted these beacons so that they could be used

for tracking porpoises (Figure 3). Portable,

automatic, radio direction-finding gear also was

developed for Evans by Ocean Applied Research

Corporation, San Diego. These systems were used

in anumberof very successful trackingexperiments
on smaller species of cetaceans. The radio

attachment required that the animal be captured
and the equipment fastened in place, which meant
that only animals that could be caught and handled

could be tagged. More recently, similar radio

tracking has been done on killer whales in the

Seattle area by A. W. Erickson.

Remote Attachment for Whale Tag

With the development of the automatic radio

direction finders, Woods Hole researchers again

began to design a radio tag that could be used at sea

on free-swimming whales, especially finbacks.

Remote attachment was required, so that tracking
could be done from surface vessels as well as

aircraft. Our radio tag development started

therefore with a frequency range (27 megahertz)
and powers (200 to 300 milliwatts) that could readily
be received by existing radio direction finders. With

previous tests serving as a guide, it was decided to

develop a system that would use a standard shotgun
to shoot the tag from a ship and penetrate the

blubber of a whale so that only the antenna
remained outside.

During 1973, radio bands were monitored for

useable frequencies, Federal Communications
Commission allocations were obtained, an

automatic direction finder was purchased, and

floating beacons were tested for overwater

transmission characteristics. By 1974, a suitable

transmitter had been miniaturized that would
withstand the stress of rapid accelerations. Hugh
Martin and Romaine Maiefski of the Ocean Applied
Research Corporation agreed to work with us on
this development and undertook to work on the

ballistics of the radio tag so that it could be shot

from a gun. Other investigators particularly

Evans, G. Carleton Ray (see page 55), and Douglas
Wartzok of The Johns Hopkins University joined
the effort and supplemented our input with ideas

and funds. The complete radio whale tag was ready
for testing in December 1975.

Figure 3. Radio tag fitted to the fin of a captured porpoise,

Delphinus delphis. The tag provides tracking information

and telemetered data on maximum depth of dive. William

E. Evans, Director of Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute

in San Diego, California, used these tags to provide the

first hard information on feeding, offshore school

movement at night, diving habits, and on the group

composition of wild species. (Photo W. E. Evans)



Figure 4. Latest radio whale tag (1.9x 24 centimeters). It is

expected that this tag will allow the tracking of finbacks for

at least 76 weeks if the whales behave normally. The

pushrod (above) fits over the antenna, protecting it during

firing.

Up to this point, efforts had been
concentrated on devising a tag that would be

rugged enough to be shot from a gun. Now, we

began to assess its reliability.

The Radio Whale Tag

The radio whale tag produced by Ocean Applied
Research has a 27-megahertz, 200-milliwatt

transmitter fitted into the upper end of a stainless

steel tubular case, 1 .9 centimeters in diameter and

24 centimeters long. The size of the case is dictated

by the size of the power supply, three organic
lithium batteries. The45-centimeter whipantenna is

topped by a water contact that shuts the transmitter

off underwater. The lower end of the case is fitted

with two hinged barbs and a penetration point. A

flange at the base of the antenna limits penetration
so that the tag can beimbedded in the blubber with

only the antenna protruding (Figure 4).

The launching system for the tag includes a

detachable, hollow pushrod that fits over the

antenna and into the barrel of a 12-gauge shotgun. A
line is fastened to the pushrod and allowed to pay
out as the tag is fired, providing stabilizing drag for

the tag in flight and permitting retrieval of the

pushrod or the entire tag if the shooter misses the

whale. The pushrod is secured to the tag with

fastenings that release the pushrod when the tag is

implanted (Figure 5).

Testing the Tag

The tag was first tested on chunks of blubber and

rag-filled boxes, then on whale carcasses at the

whaling station at Hvalfjord~ur, Iceland. These tests

proved that a small target could be hit consistently.
The pushrod assembly provided good protection
for the antenna, the transmitter circuitry worked

well, and the ADF receiver gave true bearings.

Despite this, a number of problems arose. Some
were remedied on the spot, some required factory

modification, and some were tolerated for the

duration of the tests.

In Iceland, personnel at the Marine Research

Institute in Reykjavik and at the shore whaling
station of Hvalur H. F. at Hvalfjordur were very

cooperative in aiding us with the experiments. Tags
were tested on fresh whale carcasses (within 20

hours of capture); they were fired into the bodies as

they floated at the base of the ramp leading to the

station flensing plant. Firing positions were chosen

to simulate the angles and distances expected when

working at sea.

It was soon obvious that the tags were not

ready to use on whales at sea, due to extremely
erratic penetration. Although a few shots

penetrated successfully, mostturned in the blubber

Figure 5. Radio whale tag

being shot from a

weighted 12-gauge

shotgun, utilizing a

specially loaded shell. A
line attached to the

pushrod pays out from the

cannister, permitting
retrieval of a tag if it

misses. (Photo K. E.

Moore)



or ricocheted off the skin. Some turned after

penetration, protruding from the blubber. More
work was needed to develop an improved point, a

more rugged antenna, a different pushrod fastening

system, a water-tight design, and a power supply
that could survive the accelerations of firing. The

deceleration shock against the hulk of the whale

was as detrimental to the tag as that of being fired

from the gun. Tests on fresh whale carcasses

provided problems very different from those

conducted on targets.
At about the same time as our test in Iceland,

two other groups were experimenting with these

radio tags on live whales. Michael F. Tillman and

James H. Johnson of the National Marine Fisheries

Service in Seattle tagged humpback whales,

Megaptera novaeangliae, in August 1976, near

Juneau, Alaska, succeeding in tracking one for at

least six days. Tags also were tried on finback

whales, Balaenoptera physalus, during August 1976

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Quebec, by Ray,

Wartzok, and Edward D. Mitchell of Environment

Canada at Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec. They

tagged and successfully tracked one whale for a

little more than a day, using both aerial and boat

tracking. The tag failures and ricochets that these

workers experienced appeared to be similar to the

problems we encountered in the Iceland tests.

A radio tag attached to a finback whale could

last as long as 16 weeks. This estimate is based on
our observations off Cape Cod, which indicate that

over extended periods, finbacks average about one
blow per minute with an average of 2 seconds at the

surface. The tag now seemed potentially useful so

we redesigned the faulty components.

Ballistics of the Tag

As soon as modified tags were available, they were
tested. But there were still differences in the flight
and the apparent orientation of the tags as they
arrived at the target. The new components had not

solved this problem. The highly variable trajectory

obviously was ultimately responsible for the

performance of the tag at implantation.
To discover what was happening, high-speed

photography with a Fastax WF 3 movie camera at

1 ,200 pictures-per-second was used to study the

trajectory of the tag. The first photographs revealed

that the radio tag was breaking loose at the

beginningof the trajectory. Upon firing, most of the

fastenings between the tag and the pushrod
sheared, and, as the pushrod moved out of the

barrel of the gun, the tag assumed a steeper and

steeper downward angle with the point of the tag

dropping sharply. Thus the tag and pushrod
assumed different trajectory angles, and, in light of

this, it was not surprising that the tags were

erratically penetrating the targets. The photographs
showed that the tags separated from the pushrod

with every shot. None of our modifications seemed
to work: finally, we devised a spring-loaded
connection between tag and pushrod that allowed

movement sufficient to keep the fastenings from

breaking, and to permit the tag and pushrod to

realign in flight with only a little wobble. Perhaps a

point could be found that would minimize the

effects of the wobble at impact.

During a series of tests in 1977 in Iceland,

different points were tried to see if one would

perform better than others. New, modified tags
were compared with those from the year before,
and the durability of components, such as antennas

that had previously failed, were checked. Each

whale carcass was used for three or four shots, often

placed 10 to 20 centimeters apart, so that each series

of shots would be as identical as possible. The

high-speed photography verified the results,

showing that all the modifications had been

improvements.

A Point for the Tag

Our tests in Iceland were limited by the short period
of time that one could work on a whale carcass, and

by the number of tag components available. Si nee a

ricochet usually resulted in losing a tag in deep
water, shots were not repeated with point shapes or

angles of impact that produced a ricochet. For

example, the 1976 point was only used twice in

these tests; onewasa ricochetthat lostthetag, and
the second took avery sharpturn in the blubberthat

snapped off the pushrod. In the same series, other

points performed properly.

Since the beginning of whale hunting, some

harpoon points have been found to work better

than others. The harpoon head currently used by
Icelandic whalers has a blunt point with four small

projections on the periphery of the tip; it is

reported to have less of a ricochet factor off whale

blubber. Of the five basic shapes that we tried, the

only point that penetrated fully and straight every
time was that shown in Figure6. Itallowedthetagto

Figure 6. Point that performed best in tests on whale

carcasses, penetrating even at low angles without turning
in the blubber. In addition to cutting edges, it has relief

channels to prevent high pressures from building up in

front of the tag. (Photo K. E. Moore)
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Figure 7. How long will the radio tag survive on a whale? If the answer turns out to be a considerable period of time, a

finback, such as this one, will no longer be anonymous, andperhaps enough will be learnedabout this species to help
it survive its increasing association with man. (Photo K. E. Moore)

penetrate with impact angles as low as 20 degrees, it

did not turn in the blubber, and there were no
ricochets. Itis interesting that the form of thispoint
is somewhat I i ke the tip of the grenade head that has

evolved in the whaling industry.

Will a Whale Wear the Tag?

The tests of the radio tags on live whales have been

encouraging. Tillman and Johnson conducted
another experiment in July and August of 1977.

Again, they tagged humpbacks and were able to

track individuals by radio for about a week. The
whales did not appear to be particularly upset by the

tags; they seemed to behave normally shortly after

tagging.

Now we need to know how long such a tag
can survive in a whale (Figure 7). Will the blubber

reject our stainless steel tag or will it encapsulate
and hold the tag firmly in place? A careful test series

is planned this summer on both finback and

humpbackwhales. Itwill bea jointexperiment with

all those who have been involved in the

development of the radio tag. We hope the whales
will be just as cooperative! We need to know if a

whale will really wear the tag.

William A. Watkins is a Research Specialist at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.
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by G. Carleton Ray, James A. Dobbin,
and Rodney V. Salm

~i~
Ihe protection of marine mammal species brings to many minds a "setting aside" of habitats.

Proposals for parks, reserves, and sanctuaries for the seas and coasts represent a desire to extend

mechanisms for protecting terrestrial habitats to the sea. Although such proposals are relatively recent,

there is already a body of law in many nations dealing with the subject. In the United States, we

Aggregation of females, subadults, and calves during breeding season in mid-winter in Bering Sea. A dominant

male is submerged below this herd and is "singing" to it (the sounds being picked up by hydrophones).
(Photo C. Carleton Ray)
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have laws such as the Marine Protection, Research,

and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, and the Coastal Zone

Management Act of 1972. Identification of areas of

special biological significance is required for the

purpose of protection of species within designated
areas. To address this issue, a project on "Critical

Marine Habitats" was begun five years ago by the

International Union for the Conservation of Nature

and Natural Resources (IUCN) in Merges,
Switzerland. The IUCN is supported by individual

members, several United Nations organizations,
and the World Wildlife Fund. Like many
conservation organizations, it primarily has been

concerned with the protection of species and

habitats, particularly those that are threatened or

endangered. Presently, it is evolving broader

ecological strategies toward another major concern
- the relationship between man and nature,

specifically a search for solutions to problems of

increasing confrontation.

"Critical habitat" is usually considered as the

last holdout of an endangered or relict species, as

implied by the Endangered Species Act of 1973. That

is not a broad enough interpretation of the term,

especially when applied to protecting migratory
marine mammals, or those that are not seriously

depleted. It also is not a definition that is wide

enough to be used when interpreting the Marine
Mammal Protection Act of 1972. For example, the

Act lists as one of its major goals the achievement of

"optimum sustainable populations" (OSP) for all

species of marine animals. It is not yet clear what the

definition of OSP may become. It is clear, however,
that OSP is in marked contrast to the concept of

"maximum sustainable yield" used by fisheries

biologists. The former is ecologically oriented,
whereas the latter requires depletion of a

population (see Oceanus, Summer 1977), often to

levels that render the species vulnerable to

environmental fluctuations.

What we must deal with, therefore, are both

biological and ecological concepts, rather than only

protecting enclaves of marine mammal
populations, possibly as relicts. A strategy for

habitat protection involves identification of those

areas where important supporting processes

originate, such as primary production or sources of

nutrients or other materials. With the introduction

of ecological process into the critical habitat

equation, we must not only "break down" a species

according to its various populations, but also

.K ( ording to its life-history functions. That is, we
must c ollcc t data on where individuals of each

population feed, breed, and raise pups. In addition,

we also must identify the support systems that are

vital to C,H h of those functions.

A Habitat Approach to Management

More than two years ago, one of the authors

(Rodney Salm) began an analysis of critical habitats

for the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission under

contract to The Johns Hopkins University. He

gathered functional and distributional data on some
25 species found along U.S. coastlines. The analysis

of these data suggested a scheme that would



A Pacific walrus "haul-out" on Round Island in Bristol Bay, Alaska. This area is occupied almost exclusively by adult males in

the summer after the vast majority of the population migrates north. As such, it is a critical habitat. (Photo Phyllis

McCutcheon Mithassel)

illustrate the concept of critical habitats, the threats

to them, and present some solutions (by merging
environmental data with those on marine mammal
functions and socio-economic factors). Through an

integrated presentation of such data, it was hoped

that interrelationships and conflicts between
marine mammals, their critical habitats, and people
would become apparent. Our first attempt to put
this concept into words did not entirely succeed.

Therefore, about a year ago, another of the authors
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(James Dobbin) joined the team. He had used a

hand-drawn data file for ocean planning in work for

the United Nations in the Persian Gulf; the parallels

to our marine mammal work were striking. His

system was derived from one developed at Harvard

University by Dr. Carl Steinitz and others. In order

to illustrate our methods, we decided to focus our

attention on one species the walrus.

Why the walrus? Some readers may
recognize a prejudice in the choice: the lead author

(G. Carleton Ray) has been studying walruses for

about two decades. (He has been accused by an

Eskimo, now deceased, of even being a walrus -

"Akok" was a name bestowed on him one day while

looking outto seaand ice from St. Lawrence Island.)

But there are more specific criteria:

IV The Beringean region, home of the Pacific

walrus, includes the continental shelves of the

Bering and Chukchi Seas one of the largest
shelf areas on earth. Although this area has

been exploited for centuries, it has not been

adequately studied. We reasoned that by
collecting and remapping the studies recorded

to date at the same scale and projection, we
wouldbe able to see at a glance both the known
data and the gaps.

(2) One of the key questions to be addressed
concerns the relationship between a marine

mammal, its food supply, and the habitats of

both (see page 24). Since the walrus is a bottom

feeder, it can be considered a shaperofthe
benthic environment.

< '<} f he mapping system depends on the

availability of sufficient knowledge; the walrus

and its environmental relationships are

relatively well known in comparison to most
other marine mammals.

<4> I he walrus lives in a highly fluctuating
environment dominated by sea ice; thus his

habit, its have dynamic boundaries partially

dependent upon sea ice conditions. Although

logistics are poor in terms of ships doing
research in the pack ice, sea ice may be sensed

from satellites. Thus new technology is

applicable on a regional scale for habitat

monitoring.

(5) There is an urgency involved. The

development of clam fisheries and oil and
mineral resources could threaten the walrus

population and/or the benthic communities as

well.

(6) Any successful model developed for walrus

management would be of value to numerous
state and federal agencies, as well as to the

Project on Marine Mammals, an outgrowth of

the United States-Soviet Environmental

Protection Agreement. In the case of the

walrus, both national and international issues

are addressed, but on relatively simple grounds
since only two nations have jurisdiction.

Collecting the Data

Where are the critical habitats of the walrus? How
can we go about protecting them? These are

strategic questions; hopefully, we might evolve

operational solutions. We first assembled a map
file, containing information on the bathymetry,
water masses, summer and winter currents and ice

covers, coastal nutrient sources, and the sediments

of the Beringean region. Next we collected

biological data on walrus distribution, life history,

food habits, and community structure. A third file

was begun on existing and proposed
socio-economic activities, including information on

transportation systems, fisheries, oil and gas

development, and native subsistence hunting.

Finally, a fourth file was started on legal and

jurisdictional matters. This contains data on the

200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone (only a small

portion of the Bering Sea is considered
international waters), other jurisdictions in regions
with 5- and 12-mile limits, and a set of proposals for
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parks and reserves along Alaska's coastlines,

particularly for areas that influence or extend into

the Beringean waters. The latter includes

information from various Alaska state agencies, the

National Parks System, the National Wildlife Refuge
System, the National Forest System, the Alaska

National Land System, and the National Wild and
Scenic River System.

Gathering all this information is a fairly

routine matter. It appears in many places, one

primary source being the many volumes of the

Outer Continental Shelf Energy Assessment

Program for Alaska. What has been generally

lacking, however, is an integration of data and

analysis from an ecological, systemic point of view.

Forexample, what is the interplay between physical
and biological factors that regulates the distribution

and productivity of walrus or, put another way,
what is the animal's "vulnerability" within its

habitat? To address this question, we first identified

the walrus mating grounds, pupping grounds,
resting areas, and spring and fall migration routes.

Then, we mapped areas of least food supply
(especially keeping in mind pupping areas, since a

nursing female walrus probably needs about twice

the energy of a non-nursing one). This information
was then charted on weighted, color-coded

transparencies that can be overlaid, the darkest

areas indicating places where the walrus would be
most vulnerable. These areas represent the first

interpretation of critical habitats (Figure 1). Note
that the analysis does not illustrate a vulnerability
based on socio-economic activities, but merely a

vulnerability of the walrus within its natural habitat,
as defined by lite-history functions and food supply.
To refine this model, adjustments can be made by
simply putting other maps, expressive of new or

better data, into the overlay system.
Once areas of high vulnerability were

identified, we concentrated on the many

unanswered oceanographic questions that relate to

support systems for marine habitats. To begin with,

we identified current systems and coastal nutrient

sources, and, again with a color-coded system,
overlaid these onto the vulnerability map to achieve

some appreciation of the probable
interrelationships of the processes involved

(Figure 2). If information on primary production
was available, we could incorporate it into this

model, but such data are scant.

At this point, we overlaid socio-economic
activities to get a picture of where these activities

might be concentrated in the future. We weighted
each according to our estimate of their importance
to walrus. We also could have considered each

individually. Figure 3 shows the areas of potential
and present socio-economic activities.

Figure 4 is a result of the foregoing. It

illustrates conflicts between the critical habitats of

the walrus, their support systems, and man's
activities. That is, our system has predicted the

particular critical habitats of walruses that may be
most threatened by man now or in the near future.

From Figure 4, it is apparent that the pupping areas

along the southern edge of the sea ice (especially
south of Nunivak Island and southwest of St.

Lawrence Island), and in the Bering Strait region are

most likely to come under stress. These areas then

become the most critical habitats in terms of

conflicts with human activities. As such, they
become high-priority management areas if an

optimum sustainable walrus population is to be
maintained.

These high-priority areas were then

combined with jurisdictions to establish

management responsibilities (Figure 5). It is

apparent that a very long list of agencies may be
involved at all levels. Forexample, if it is established

that the support systems for the critical habitats of

walrus are closely linked to the input of rivers that
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Figure 2. Critical habitat

support systems. The most
vulnerable walrus habitats

are analyzed in

conjunction with the

ecological support

systems by overlaying the

maps ofsummer currents

and coastal nutrient

sources on the

vulnerability map. The

understanding of such

interrelationships is

essential to walrus habitat

management.
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Bering Sea, and the area northwest of Bristol Bay are most likely to be subject to future stress, according to these

predictive models.
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Inside of a walrus' mouth

looking outward. Note the

cylinder-like form of the

mouth cavity. The tongue
acts like a piston in a sucking
action that separates the

clam from its shell. The
tusks of the animal are not

used for digging on the

bottom. (Photo Francis H.

Fay) Below, siphons and
feet of mollusks taken from

the stomach of a walrus

inhabiting the Bering Sea.

Note that siphons and feet

have been torn off by the

sucking action of the walrus'

tongue while feeding.

(Photo by author)

flow through coastal Alaska, then it would be a

responsibility of those managing coastal reserves-

most notably the Fish and Wildlife Service, the

Forest Service, the National Park Service, and the

State of Alaska to manage water quality and

nutrient input into the Bering Sea. Clearly, these

regional considerations are not the current

management objectives of those running terrestrial

parks and reserves: they are more likely to be
concerned with wildlife management and tourism.

However, if managers incorporate an ecosystem

approach into their plans, this certainly will be an

important issue in the future. On the international

level, it is essential that an agreement be reached

covering all ice-inhabiting marine mammals and the

ecosystem of which they are a part. At present no
such convention for management of these

mammals in Beringea exists, although the idea has

been proposed several times. A convention that

would establish regional resource management
would be even more useful, though regional

systems management is a difficult concept and

defies tradition. A start could be made by mapping
various species independently, as we have done for

walrus, then integrating these results to see where
the interrelationships lie.

Applying the System

We have noted that all of the data in the mapping
system are in the form of color transparencies.
These a I low color densities to be expressed that are

directly related to quantitative factors. For example,
in terms of benthic biomass, the darkest color is

directly correlated with the least amount of food.

Rivers are made darker and broader, according to

H

their volume of flow, and so on. Our model,

therefore, is an ordinal quantitative one in which
variations in color are directly related to amount, or

to "most," "average," or "least."

We emphasize that this system is a strategic

planning tool on both qualitative and quantitative
levels. The analysis is only as good as the data, but at

least gaps are readily apparent. The overlay

mapping system that we suggest is especially

designed for multiple factor analysis. Data are

conveniently organized for manipulation and

reformulation as predictive models, and, as such,

allow for iteration as new facts become available. A
feedback is also established in directing research

and management toward model-building. Let us

give an example. The emergent clam fishery in the

Bering Sea could be a threat to the walrus, since

man would be exploiting the walrus' main source of
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food. The question : how can we integrate the clam

fishery with the walruses? Or, put another way, how
( an the development of a clam fishery be
undertaken without conflicting with the

sustainability of the optimum population of

walruses? Ecological and population data must be

applied to solving this equation; not all of the data

are known. The questions of how walruses and
fisheries alter the benthic habitat have been barely
addressed. Nevertheless, knowing where the
walrus carries out most of its functions is directly
related to where and to what extent a clam fishery
should be developed. It also is apparent that

jurisdk lions fall within diflerent federal and state

ageru ies. The walrus c omes under the Department
of the Interior, whereas the development of a clam

fishery is the provinc e of the National Marine
Fisheries Sen.K e. I he State of Alaska, whk h is

Walrus of the Bering Sea.

(Photo Phyllis McCutcheon
Mithassel)

directly concerned, also considers fisheries and
marine mammals separately. The solution to the

clam fishery/walrus problem therefore is not only
related to biomass, productivity, population
numbers, and benthic ecology, but also to

jurisdictional questions. In this perspective, an

overlay mapping system becomes an explicit way to

see the interrelationships among ecological,

geographic, and human factors in site-specific
terms.

Will Sanctuaries at Sea Work?

Certainly, critical habitats would be difficult to

manage as "sanctuaries" on the high seas. The
walrus cannot be protected, nor its habitats

maintained, unless regional questions are

addressed. The "clam challenge" and the

exploration for oil and mineral resources are not the



only problems that need to be solved in order to

maintain both good yields of Beringean resources

and optimum populations of marine mammals.
There are other values, problems, and solutions

that must be considered as part of the complex web
of management options.

What holds the key for protection of marine

mammal habitats? Not critical habitat protection in

the old "set it aside" sense. What is needed is an

ecosystem (that is, regional) approach to critical

habitats and their support systems: this is the

direction that marine mammal conservation and

management must take. An overwhelming concern

with direct killing will not suffice either. One does

not have to shoot an animal to kill it. Ruining its

habitat as we are ruining ours is much more
effective.

There is a danger that we may continue to fall

into what has been called the "administrative trap."

Science, after all, is discipline-oriented, and

government agencies as well are sectorial in their

approach. In contrast, the ecological approach to

habitat protection for marine mammals requires the

integration of many factors and interdisciplinary
teamwork. Sanctuaries at specific spots along coasts

and in the ocean without consideration for the

driving forces of change and integration are as

eco-illogical as the current law of the sea, which
establishes "limits" hardly in accord with the real

world. The International Whaling Commission, for

example, recognizes a sanctuary in the Southern

Ocean. This is obviously a management
convenience. The Commission is protecting whales

during their brief visits to a particular region; the

real solution is habitat maintenance for each

population over the entire year. Similarly, proposed

sanctuaries for gray whales in Mexico and for

humpbacks in Hawaii may only protect the whales

during brief periods. What happens to the entire

habitat during the year? The emotional issue of

whale protection often deemphasizes this essential

point.
We need to change the image of a critical

habitat as a special place that must be set aside. The
sea/ice habitat of the walrus is dynamic; it moves
with regional wind stresses of the north Pacific and
Southern Arctic. Pupping and wintering areas can

vary considerably between seasons. An integrated,

dynamic approach to ocean processes is much
more to the point than disciplinary study or rigid
sectorial managerial jurisdictions, and it is within

this ecosystemic context that long-term solutions to

protectingcritical habitats lie. This type of approach

may also hold the key to man's critical habitats as

well.
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better understanding of disease processes. Vision research is being aided by the skate; neural

investigation, by the squid; work on gout, by the dogfish. Eight articles discuss these developments, as well

as experimentation involving egg-sperm interactions, bioluminescence, microtubules, and diving
mammals. $3.00
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OCEAN EDDIES, Vol. 19:3, Spring 1976 Out of print.

GENERAL ISSUE, Vol. 19:4, Summer 1976 Out of print.
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OCEAN EDDIES, Vol. 19:3, Spring 1976 Out of print.

GENERAL ISSUE, Vol. 19:4, Summer 1976 Ouf of print.

ESTUARIES, Vol. 19:5, Fall 1976 Of great societal importance, estuaries are complex environments

increasingly subject to stress. The issue deals with their hydrodynamics, nutrient flows, and pollution

patterns, as well as plant and animal life and the constitutional issues posed by estuarine management.
$4.00

HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTES IN THE SEABED? Vol. 20:1, Winter 1977 Very limited supply. $3.00

SOUND IN THE SEA, Vol. 20:2, Spring 1977 Beginning with a chronicle of man's use of ocean acoustics,

this issue covers the use of acoustics in navigation, probing the ocean, penetrating the bottom, studying
the behavior of whales, and in marine fisheries. In addition, there is an article on the military uses of

acoustics in the era of nuclear submarines. $3.00

GENERAL ISSUE, Vol. 20: 3, Summer 1977 The controversial 200-mile limit constitutes a mini-theme in this

issue, including its effect on U.S. fisheries, management plans within regional councils, and the complex
boundary disputes between the U.S. and Canada. Other articles deal with the electric and magnetic sense

of sharks, the effects of tritium on ocean dynamics, nitrogen fixation in salt marshes, and the discovery

during a recent Galapagos Rift expedition of marine animal colonies existing on what was thought to be a

barren ocean floor. $3.00

OIL IN COASTAL WATERS, Vol. 20:4, Fall 1977 From a standing start a decade or two ago, scientists have

made good progress in investigating how petroleum gets into coastal waters, where it goes, and what

effects it has along the way. Articles discuss long-term studies of two spills plus work on effects of oil on fish

eggs, fish, and lobsters. $3.00

THE DEEP SEA, Vol . 21 : 1 , Winter 1978 Over the last decade, scientists have become increasingly
interested in the deep waters and sediments of the abyss. Articles in this issue discuss manganese nodules,

the rain of particles from surface waters, sediment transport, population dynamics, mixing of sediments by

organisms, deep-sea microbiology and the possible threat to freedom of this kind of research posed by
international negotiations. $3.00
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